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The warehouse expansion realized 
extra available space to upscale the 

production, as well. This led to the oppor-
tunity to invest in a new full-body sleeve 
machine and the fifth automated filling line 
to their current production and packaging 
machinery.“The addition of the fifth auto-
mated filling line is an investment we are 
very proud of, 
as it will help us 
a lot to improve 
the service 
to our client. 
Also the new 
total full body 
sleeve ma-
chine is a big 
improvement 
with a capacity 
of more than 
10.000 pieces 
a day. We are 
dedicated to 
delivering the best and quickest service 
to our clients. So we had to upgrade the 
machinery to keep up with the growing 
demands. Since the start of COVID-19, 
we have seen major growths in our sales 
in 2020, so the expansion was definitely 
necessary”, a company spokesperson 
says. “With the various products we 
produce every day and the many orders 
that vary extensively, we have to switch 

frequently between products that we have 
to fill during the day. Efficiency is key to 
maintain top speed in our production, 
but the continuous switching interrupts 
the pace. Adding the fifth full automated 
filing line improves the efficiency as we 
can fill more product now. It increases 
the amount of daily produced products 

and the total 
number of dif-
ferent products 
produced 
at the same 
time.” Cobeco 
Pharma is still 
planning on im-
provements for 
the future, as 
the daily pro-
duction is rising 
above 30,000 
products a day 
and is expec-

ted to rise even more. The company aims 
to create an ultimately efficient process 
to keep the service at a top-level for the 
clients, for instance, to create shorter de-
livery windows. The improvements in the 
production process with the warehouse 
expansion and investment in ‘state-of-
the-art’ machinery are the beginning of a 
future-proof operation with more impro-
vements to come.

Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands - After finishing the expansion of the warehouse in 

January 2021, Cobeco Pharma is excited to now announce the investment in new ‘state-of-

the-art’ machinery and the addition of the fifth automated filling line. 

Cobeco Pharma invests in a 
fifth automated filling line 
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When times seem un-
certain and things are in 
constant flux, we long for 
consistency, stability, and 
reliability. Well, as we are 
definitely going through a 
period of uncertainty right 
now, we can thankfully 
present two examples of 
stability and continuity  
in this issue of EAN, as  
two companies have  
big anniversaries to ce-
lebrate. For one, there is 
ST RUBBER, which was 
founded by Adrian Schnei-
der and Werner Tiburtius 
exactly 40 years ago, and 
then, there is ElectraStim, 
which Andy Smith started 
20 years ago. Of course, 
if you want to remain suc-
cessful in the market for 
such a long time, you need 
more than just reliability. In 
our big anniversary inter-
views, the founders of ST 
RUBBER and ElectraStim 
tell us about their business 
philosophies, the early 
days, and the recent de-
velopments in the market. 
Their stories underscore 
that many things weren’t 
better in the old days - but 
some things were easier. 
All that’s left for EAN to do 
is pay tribute to the hard 
work of these two compa-
nies and to congratulate 
them on their big anniver-
saries! We look forward to 
reporting on your succes-
ses for years to come!

That‘s it for this month!
Matthias Johnson 

letter from the editor
Expansion of  product ion and packaging capacit ies Dear Ladies and Gentlemen
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Flensburg, Germany - The ‘Man Wand’  has now 

been added to ORION Wholesale’s extensive man-

ly and striking REBEL assortment.

Wijchen, The Netherlands - A good store styling 

and renewing assortments can increase sales. 

New at ORION Wholesale: 
The ‘Man Wand’ from REBEL 

Make your store 
more profitable

Massage Wand and Masturbator  in  One Free serv ice for  SCALA customers

invites you to the

26 - 30 April 2021

info and registration:
JOYDIVISION.de/virtualWeek

virtualWeek

The ‘Man Wand’ has 
been developed 

exclusively at ORION and 
is a massage wand and 
masturbator in one – it’s 
perfect for stimulating 
someone in a variety of 
ways because it has a 
massage head that’s in a 
fancy design. The flexible 
ring is perfect for mastur-
bation and the smooth 
side of the head is great 
for whole body stimulation 
or spot-on stimulation of 
the pleasure spots. The 
7 vibration modes can 
easily be controlled via the 
button at the end of the 
wand. The rechargeable 
‘Man Wand’ has a long 
handle which means that 
it can be easily guided 
and controlled during masturbation, massages 
and play. All the REBEL products are delivered 
in a high-quality cardboard box that also has a 
description of the product in various langua-
ges on it as well. The packaging can also be 
stood up or hung up with the hanger in the 
middle. More products will now fit into the 
sales space because they’re more compact. 
They also take up less space when they’re in 
storage as well.

All custo-
mers are 

sensitive to at-
mosphere and it 
is important that 
the collection is 
presented in a 
commercial, but 
also in a creative 
way. Especially 
now, in times of 
fierce com-
petition from 
online sales, it 
is important for 
retailers to dis-
tinguish them-
selves. Retailers 
can send  
SCALA a photo 
or video of a 
corner in their 
store, which 

they are not satisfied with, or isn’t profitable 
enough. After receiving this photo or video,  
SCALA’s stylists will get to work. SCALA offers 
this service free to all SCALA customers, to keep 
these difficult times inspiring. SCALA is wor-
king with an experienced team of stylists. They will 
give the store a completely new and inspiring look 
in no-time, with a profitable plan and without major 
investments. Contact SCALA’s sales team or your 
Account Manager and let SCALA help you!



They’ll be offering retailers the chance 
to become more familiar with products 

and gain a better idea of brands and the 
philosophies behind them. Playharda 
Wholesale is known for being a company 
which helps retailers explore something 
new and bring their customers exciting 
and sometimes unusual products to help 
them stand out from the crowd. They 
specialise in supplying adult boutique sto-
res, but they also cater for online retailers 
too and many of their brands would fit 
well across the board. “During lockdown 
we have expanded an incredible amount 
and we’ve actually tripled the number 
of brands we now carry, many of which 
are exclusive to the UK!” Danny Miller, 
Playharda Wholesale Director explains. 
“We’re excited to be offering a range of 
discounts and special offers, exclusively 
for attendees, as well as some changes to 

Chicago, USA - The überlube team, 
together with Gisele International, has 
prepared an impressive set of digital 
assets featuring the brand’s universe and 
its products, now available to all überlube 
customers. Digital assets like e-com-
merce banners, social media banners, 

our wholesale service that will help physi-
cal retailers to get back on their feet after 
lockdown.” The company is introducing 
a ground-breaking new way of no-risk 
buying for bricks and mortar retail stores, 
along with fantastic order discounts and 
increased payment terms for existing 
customers. “A number of trade shows 
have been cancelled over the past year 
and it’s such a shame that so many of our 
incredible new brands and products ha-
ven’t had the spotlight that they deserve. 
We needed a way of bringing them into 
focus, so let’s set the stage and watch 
them sparkle!” Retailers can sign up for 
a Playharda account on www.playharda.
uk, where they can get involved with the 
virtual trade show. Or please feel free to 
email them at sales@playharda.uk or drop 
them a call on +44(0)1978 437 670 to 
book your personalised video call. 

product pictures, product videos and 
lifestyle pictures are now available.For 
more information about überlube, its retail 
partners, as well as educational content, 
visit uberlube.com or contact them at 
info@uberlube.com or, for Europe, at 
purchase.eu@uberlube.com.  

Chester, England - Playharda Wholesale are pleased to announce their first ever virtual 

trade show. Running between March 29th and April 19th 2021, their online trade event 

will showcase some of the hottest and most sought-after brands on offer in the UK via a 

personal video call.

Playharda Wholesale Virtual Trade Show

überlube’s unique feeling: now a digital experience

N E W S

March 29th to Apr i l  19th 2021
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The sex cushions ‚Inflatable Love Cushion‘ 
and ‚Love Cushion Portable Triangle‘ can 

be inflated easily. Their ergonomic shapes and 
wonderful sizes mean that they’re perfect for 
various sex positions. Dislocated joints can be 
avoided and this means that a couple can just 

concentrate on 
pleasure instead. 
Furthermore, the 
inflatable cushions 
bounce up and 
down during 
penetration and 
many women find 
this extremely 

arousing. The sex cushions are suitable for 
a weight of up to 130 kg. The adjustable 
handcuffs are a real highlight because they 
can be hooked onto the sides of the cushions 
therefore making additional bondage games 
possible. The inflatable cushions can be 
deflated quickly and then stored discreetly after 
use. The ‚Inflatable Love Cushion‘, and the 
‚Love Cushion Portable Triangle‘ come with a 
repair kit. The cushions are delivered in high-
quality, sturdy packaging that has a picture and 
description of the respective product in various 
languages on it too. As well as the repair kit, 
the ‚Love Cushion Portable Triangle‘ also 
comes with handcuffs, a paddle and a 
feather tickler. 

Flensburg, Germany - Two new inflatable sex 

cushions from You2Toys are now available from 

ORION Wholesale – for couples who like experi-

menting, who want to spice up their sex life and 

who love trying out new and exciting positions.

Inflatable sex cushions for 
couples who like experimenting
New at  ORION Wholesale

Tel. +49 461 5040-210 / -114 · Fax +49 461 5040-5346 · wholesale@orion.de

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
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Made for the explorers ready to dive 
into the pleasures that are yet 

to be discovered ENIGMA offers the 
holistic pleasure concept. Its owners 
are in charge of their sexual desires, 
exploring them one by one. They wear 
their uniqueness, from their style to their 
wants, proudly, exploring their desires 
– never afraid to be different. Unlike any 
other similar product, ENIGMA offers 
deep clitoral stimulation together with 
G-spot vibration for an orgasm so intense 
it’s not meant for everyone. ENIGMA, a 
luxurious dual-action massager, mixes it 
up by offering the best of both worlds. 
Featuring the best of clitoral sonic waves 
on the outside and gentle pulsations on 
the inside, ENIGMA flutters in all the right 
places for unforgettable orgasms. ENIGMA 
is inspired by LELO‘s two best-selling 
products, SONA and SORAYA, offering the 
most luxurious hybrid pleasure concept 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Get a set of 
Playing Cards for free with every PRIVATE 
Tube purchase. The PRIVATE Playing Cards 
are perfect as upselling item or as gift to 
customers. The PRIVATE Playing Cards 
features images of the PRIVATE Girls. With 

possible. It features sonic wave technology 
that offers clitoral stimulation resonating 
deep within the body just like SONA and 
the ergonomic internal stimulator that 
massages the G-spot just like SORAYA. 
ENIGMA sonic waves stimulate the clitoris, 
its outer visible and invisible inner area, 
thus ensuring the climax‘s strength. The 
silicone has been engineered to absorb 
sonic waves and transmit them back 
to your clitoris, for deeper but gentler 
sensation. Dual-action Sonic Wave 
Technology combines sonic waves with 
gentle pulses for twice the pleasure. Eight 
vibration patterns are sure to provide you 
with a way to meet your mood, and the 
ultra-smooth, extra-soft premium and 
body-safe silicone are here for an ultimate 
sensual experience. These vibration 
patterns to choose from for internal and/
or external stimulation guarantee the ‘just-
right’ feeling every single time.  

every PRIVATE Tube, you get 1 set of Play-
ing Cards for free. This promotion is valid 
only on the PRIVATE Tubes with the SCALA 
numbers 10700, 10701, 10703, 10704, 
10705, 10706, 10707, 10708, 10709, 
10710, 10711, 10712 until April 30th.  

Stockholm, Sweden - LELO has never been the one to be satisfied with the status quo, and 

that is why it has always pushed the boundaries to offer something genuinely out-of-this-

world - ENIGMA.

LELO releases ENIGMA

SCALA deal alert: Free Playing 
Cards with every PRIVATE Tube

N E W S

A luxur ious dual-act ion massager
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Manufactured in the USA, the newest offe-
rings are sculpted from the waist down and 

available in two sizes, giving adult retailers a ligh-
ter-weight option for their love doll offerings and 
offering shoppers the choice of a lifelike love doll 
experience that’s easier to store, easier to positi-
on, and costs 75% less than a full-size love doll.
The Fantasy Love Doll Waist Down with Stand 
features shapely legs and a perky booty as well 
as separate anal and vaginal openings, each 

with its own internal texture for peak 
stimulation. Made with premium TPE 
flesh and a stainless-steel skeleton, it 
offers a combination of exterior soft-
ness and internal durability for a lifelike 
weight and feel. The Fantasy Love 
Doll Waist Down measurements are 
as follows: Height 31 inches, Waist 
19 inches, Hips 30 inches, Crotch to 
Ground 24 inches, Vaginal Depth 7 
inches, Anal Depth 7 inches. MSRP: 

$549.95. The Tall Fantasy Love Doll Waist Down 
with Stand features long shapely legs and a 
curvaceous booty as well as separate anal and 
vaginal openings, each with its own internal 
texture for peak stimulation. Made with premium 
TPE flesh and a stainless-steel skeleton, it offers 
a combination of exterior softness and internal 
durability for a lifelike weight and feel. The Fanta-
sy Love Doll Waist Down measurements are as 
follows: Height 43 inches, Waist 23 inches, Hips 
39 inches, Crotch to Ground 29 inches, Vaginal 
Depth 7 inches, Anal Depth 7 inches. 

Huntington Beach, USA - XR Brands is proud to 

present two exciting new ultra-realistic additions 

to their line of NextGen Love Dolls. 

XR Brands intros 
‘Better Half’ 
Half-s ized Love Dol ls  for  ass & leg lovers

TRIPLE  
FUN!

Tel. +49 461 5040-210 / -114 · Fax +49 461 5040-5346 · wholesale@orion.de

ORION-WHOLESALE.com
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This eco-friendly collection presents 
three essential products to enhance 

the natural and sustainable lifestyle of the 
eco-conscious consumer. The Cobeco 
Bio collection includes a natural intima-
te lubricant, natural massage oil and 
an organic toy cleaner. These products 
are developed with full deliberation and 
precision: from natural ingredients to 
sustainable packaging, with recycled and 
recyclable materials and special labels with 
CleanFlake technology. With the Cobeco 
Bio packaging, Cobeco Pharma wants 
to contribute to a circular economy and 
‘close the loop’ by using sustainable and 
recycled materials. The packaging is made 
of recycled PET (rPET) that can be recy-
cled again, and the labels use special Cle-
anFlake adhesive technology that dissolves 
during the recycling process. This adhesive 
technology keeps PET recyclable as the la-
bels can be separated from the packaging, 

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - By 
cementing a worldwide, exclusive part-
nership deal with PLAYWIVME, inventors 
of the hilarious Cum Face game, SHOTS 
has shown once again that they are at the 
novelty forefront. Since its introduction, 
this hysterically funny game has gone ‘vi-
ral’ with more than 15 million YouTube 
views and counting. In addition to that, 

thus it will not affect the recycled pulp. 
The Cobeco Bio collection includes three 
natural formulas that are completely vegan 
and contain natural ingredients. The Cobe-
co Bio Natural Lubricant is a water-based 
intimate lubricant with a hydrating and 
moisturizing effect. It is certified by the 
BDiH as 100% natural according to the 
“Natural Product Standard”. The Cobeco 
Bio Natural Lubricant complements the 
natural body moisture for more comfort 
and sensation during sexual intercourse 
The Cobeco Bio Natural Massage Oil is a 
soft massage oil for a relaxing massage. 
It contains only natural ingredients and no 
perfume, making it soft and nourishing to 
the skin. Lastly, the Cobeco Organic Toy 
Cleaner hygienically cleans erotic toys and 
has more than 97% natural ingredients. 
This toy cleaner provides a natural and 
thorough cleaning while maintaining the 
quality of your erotic toys. 

SHOTS have developed a fantastic 
influencer scheme in cooperation with 
Cum Face, to ‘bombard’ Social Media 
platforms even more. SHOTS has started 
taking pre-orders in March already and 
Hein Schouten, SHOTS’ Sales Director, 
advises all clients to stock up now as or-
ders will be delivered on a ‘first cum, first 
served’ (pun intended) schedule.  

Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands - Cobeco Pharma brings natural ingredients and 

sustainable packaging with the release of their new brand Cobeco Bio. 

Cobeco Bio 

SHOTS cum first again!

N E W S

The new natural  and susta inable col lect ion by Cobeco Pharma
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Lovehoney Sales Executive Jade Bawa 
has rounded up some of her top tips 

and considerations when planning to re-
open your business, to ensure it goes as 
smoothly as possible. Consider main-
taining E-commerce momentum: As we 
approach the end of lockdown, everyone 
will have different feelings on how com-
fortable they feel returning to a physical 
shopping experience. Virtual shopping is 
on the steep incline, stay one step ahead 
of the game by continuing to nurture your 
online channels. Communicate with custo-
mers: Once you have a reopening date in 
place – get the word out! Use posters at 
the front of your store or conduct an email 
marketing campaign shouting about the 
opening date to encourage your valued 
customers to come in on the day. Also, uti-
lize social channels to get the message out 
to customers that you’re back! Offer an in-

Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER 
now has three new plugs from LustGlider 
in its assortment! They are available 
in sizes S, M and L. The plugs are 
innovative and ergonomically designed. 
The conical shape allows for especially 
gentle penetration and is ideally suited 
for training the anal muscles. A strong 

centive for customers to go in store: Once 
you’ve informed customers on re-opening, 
consider hitting them with an in-store offer 
code to entice shoppers further. Outside of 
the store: Prior to opening, ensure window 
displays are fully up to date to evoke a 
sense of excitement as walkers pass by. 
Brush up on POS: Now is the perfect time 
to ensure you’re using POS effectively, and 
highlight any information that may boost 
sales, such as new promotions or product 
ranges. POS shouldn’t just be about the 
branding around your product’s main 
stand in store, think of other places you 
could boost brand awareness to increase 
sales. Lovehoney supplies ready-made, 
flat packed POS packs free of charge to 
all its distributors to pass onto customers 
– meaning they’re cost effective to ship. 
The packs come in a range of styles and 
formats to appeal to a global audience. 

suction foot ensures good sticking of 
the plugs, even on smooth surfaces. 
The wide base prevents the plug from 
sliding in completely. Material: silicone, 
soft, flexible, odorless and easy to clean. 
Total length: approx. 10.50 cm, insertable 
length: approx. 9.00 cm, Ø approx. max. 
2.80 cm, weight: approx. 41 g.   

Bath, England - As much of Europe approaches the end of government-mandated closings 

of non-essential shops and businesses, retailers are revving up plans to reopen.

Lovehoney’s tips on transitioning back 
into brick and mortar post lockdown

New Plugs from LustGlider

N E W S

Preparat ions for  the t ime after  the cr is is 
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Since 1998, millions of women have 
been able to enjoy their freedom 

with the lifestyle product Original 
Soft-Tampons. As the world‘s largest 
manufacturer of special tampons, 
JOYDIVISION international AG is offering 
a whopping 10% discount on the 
indispensable Soft-Tampons. Unlike 
conventional tampons, Soft-Tampons 
are not made of viscose or cotton, but 

Flensburg, Germany - The ‘Natural 
Thrusting Vibe’ has now been added to 
the extensive assortment from You2Toys. 
The thrusting vibrator in a realistic penis 
shape has an strong suction cup that 
sticks to any smooth surface making 
hands-free fun possible. Its 7 vibration 
modes and 5 thrusting modes can be 
controlled separately via the remote 
control – a partner can also use the 
remote control for an additional thrill. The 
vibrator remembers the last vibration 
mode that was used before it was turned 
off, thanks to its clever memory function, 
and it starts on this vibration mode when 
it is turned on again. The vibrator is co-
vered in soft silicone which feels almost 
like real skin. The thrusting vibrator can 
be recharged with the included USB 

of a special soft foam material that is 
compatible with the mucous membranes. 
However, Soft-Tampons are not only 
suitable for intimate intercourse, but 
also fordiscreet wearing in the sauna (no 
thread is visible) and safe wearing while 
swimming (reduces the risk of infection). 
Only while stocks last.  The offer for the 
Soft-Tampons is valid for incoming orders 
from 01. April 2021 to 30. April 2021. 

cable. A battery is also included for the 
remote control. The ‘Natural Thrusting 
Vibe’ is delivered in high-quality, sturdy 
packaging that has a description of the 
product in various languages on it as 
well. The product can be seen behind 
the blister packaging once the front of 
the box has been opened. The box  
can be easily opened and closed becau-
se it has a magnetic fastener. A card-
board tray keeps the product in position 
because plastic is not being used for 
the sake of the environment. The only 
plastic part on the packaging is the 
window where the product can be seen. 
The window is not glued and this means 
that both parts of the packaging can be 
recycled properly. Available at ORION 
Wholesale.  

Hanover, Germany - Discounts, discounts, discounts! Retailers can look forward to the 

popular threadless extra soft Soft-Tampons in the month of April. 

Soft-Tampons Discount Campain

‘Natural Thrusting Vibe’ from You2Toys

N E W S

10 % discount on threadless Soft-Tampons
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Alcalá de Guadaira, Spain - The new bullet 
convinces with different fun designs and 
is made of silicone. With an overall length 
of 6.25 cm and a diameter of 2 cm, this 
vibrating bullet can delightfully stimulate 
all erogenous zones, especially suitable 
for clitoral stimulation. Thanks to its size, it 

can be taken anywhere. It has 10 vibration 
modes that are easily controlled from the 
easy-to-use button. With the included USB 
cable, the product can be recharged in 30 
minutes. On high speed the battery lasts 
70 minutes, on low speed up to two hours. 
More info at www.dreamlove.es 

Custom Bullets 

N E W S
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The new launches include: 1) Happy 
Rabbit Counter Top Box Rechargeab-

le Vibrating Bullets x 12: Allow customers 
to hop their way to tip-top delights when 
passing by the counter. These silicone 
bullet vibrators offer three thrilling speeds 
and nine tempting patterns of vibrations. 
Available late March. 2) Happy Rabbit 
Panty Vibe (Non Remote): Based off of 
Lovehoney’s best selling Happy Rabbit 
Remote Control Panty Vibrator,  this vibe 
is perfect for those big on rabbit-powered 
stimulation in knicker-friendly packages. 
Slim and shapely, it nestles within your 
underwear, sending 12 vibration speeds 
and patterns along the silicone ears stra-
ight to your external sweet spots. Availa-
ble late March. 3) Happy Rabbit G-Spot 
Clitoral Curve Vibrator: Featuring powerful 
dual motors, one in the G-spot tip and 

one in the clitoral Happy Rabbit ears – 
this vibrator is designed to be used in a 
rocking motion to stimulate both internal 
and external pleasure points. Available 
early May. 4) Happy Rabbit Counter Top 
Box Rechargable Cock Rings x 12: This 
display-ready countertop box combi-
nes our iconic Happy Rabbit ears and a 
thrilling, stretchy cock ring to bring you 
thrilling stimulation and vibrations for two. 
Available early May. The Happy Rabbit 
Counter Top Box Rechargeable Vibrating 
Bullets and Happy Rabbit Counter Top 
Box Rechargable Cock Rings products 
both encompass a new blue colourway 
for the first time, guaranteed to add a pop 
of colour to displays. All of the new toys 
are also 100% waterproof, USB rechar-
geable and come with a travel lock for 
peace of mind. 

Bath, England - Lovehoney B2B have announced the launch of it’s new Happy Rabbit  

products, promising to deliver delicious sensations and orgasms aplenty. 

Lovehoney deliver a helping of happiness 
with new Happy Rabbit launches
Four new products 
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With the Ass-Gasm Cockring Anal Beads 
in the ass and the ring wrapped snug 

around the cock and balls, users will stay harder 
and stronger than ever before. The super-stret-
chy silicone ring puts the squeeze on perfor-
mance letdowns, maintaining firm erections that 
last and last. The graduated beads make entry 
and retrieval a snap, while the thin, tapered shaft 

ensures the plug will stay in place bet-
ween the cheeks when the action heats 
up. The Ass-Gasm Cockring Anal Beads 
feature a unique base that was strategi-
cally designed to allow the user to gently 

apply pressure at the bottom of the plug to com-
fortably ease into insertion. The ultra-hygienic, 
flexible AssGasm is now available at SCALA.  

Wijchen, The Netherlands - The AssGasm Cockring Anal Beads is now available at SCALA. Made entirely from silky-smooth 

Elite Silicone, this wearable plug doubles as a performance-enhancing cockring, allowing the wearer to prolong ejaculation 

and extend the fun while enjoying incredible prostate stimulation. 

Beginner-friendly version of Ass-Gasm Cockring by Pipedream
Avai lable at  SCALA



This life-like sex doll looks like a real 
woman because she is 168 cm tall: 

Jessy has a beautiful 3D face with expres-
sive eyes, long eyelashes and luscious 
lips. Her skin is made out of high-quality 
TPE which feels incredibly life-like. The 
vagina, anus and mouth opening also 
feel extremely realistic as well. The labia 
are equally seductive and life-like too. 
Jessy is very thin and has curvy hips. The 
curvaceous breasts (chest circumference 
approx. 85 cm) have perfectly shaped 
nipples on them. Her hands and feet 
stand out because of how realistic they 
look – she even has manicured finger 
nails. An aluminium skeleton inside means 

Axel, The Netherlands - The popular 
Midnight Magic range featuring 14 black 
toys with chrome coloured accents will be 
extended with three new toys very soon. 
The new products are metal vibrating toys, 
packed in the well-known black and night-
blue Midnight Magic boxes. Each of the 
three new metal stimulators is a multifunc-
tional toy that looks attractive and offers 9 
vibration rhythms.Metal Mike: Meet Metal 
Mike, the multifunctional metal stimulator 
that can be used for clitoral, anal and 
vaginal stimulation as well as for nipples, 
perineum and scrotum. With a length of 
14,2 cm manoeuvring the vibrator is easy 

that the sex doll can stand up and is fle-
xible as well. The special highlight: Jessy 
comes with two different artificial wigs 
(blond and black) and two different pairs 
of eyes (blue and brown) – for a complete 
change of character. Other accessories 
like a cleansing irrigator, lingerie, a pair 
of cotton gloves, a comb, an intimate 
douche and an additional dotted sleeve 
are also included.
The recommended retail price for the very 
realistic sex doll Jessy Summer is 1599 €. 
A tester and a 12-page brochure with all 
the information about Jessy Summer in 
German and English can be ordered for 
free at ORION Wholesale. 

and the ball shape at the tip is great for 
precision stimulation. Metal Michael: Metal 
Michael is the compact versatile metal bul-
let vibrator from the range. It can be used 
for clitoral, anal and vaginal stimulation as 
well as for nipples, perineum and scrotum. 
Easy to handle with a length of 6,9 cm 
and with a rounded tip for all kinds of pin-
point stimulation.Metal Mitch: Slim shaped 
and longer than Michael, the third metal 
vibrator is Metal Mitch. Versatile as well, 
suitable for precision stimulation of the 
clitoris, nipples and perineum, and easy to 
glide when using it internal for vaginal or 
anal stimulation. 

Flensburg, Germany - She is finally here: Jessy Summer – ORION’s first realistic sex doll. 

She’s a very realistic beauty with sexy curves! 

Jessy Summer – 
Realistic beauty with sexy curves

Tonga is expanding the Midnight Magic line 

N E W S

New at  ORION Wholesale
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The new trio features magnetic- 
locking remote controls, hands- 

free silicone suction-cup bases, whisper- 
quiet rechargeable motors, and smooth  
and sensuous Elite silicone shapes. The 
3Some collection puts the fun in function  
with triple-decker sensations and three  

times the enjoyment. What makes  
the 3Some Wall Bangers so unique  
and desirable is their unrivalled 
versatility–all three plugs can be 
enjoyed with or without the remote 
control and with or without the  
handy silicone suction cups.  

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Pipedream Products releases three brand-new 

Wall Bangers in the 3Some collection! 

Three new Pipedream Wall Bangers available at SCALA
3Some Col lect ion



The Guardian, originally founded in 
1817 is sister to the world’s oldest 

Sunday Newspaper, the Observer, and is 
considered one of the world’s most influ-
ential media platforms. Hot Octopuss’s 
couples’ sex toy, PULSE DUO LUX was 
pictured alongside its two wrist wrap re-
motes and a scannable QR code beside 
a tattooed male model and the tagline 
‘Making Lockdown Bearable.’ It’s clear 
from the tone and imagery that this toy 
is for discerning penis owners and their 
partners. To an untrained eye, the product 
itself would not be recognizable as a sex 
toy, but as a sleek piece of technology 
designed to enhance wellness and qua-
lity of life. Hot Octopuss is the forefront 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Crazy about 
breakfast in bed? Then you know better 
than anyone that eggs are an essential 
part of a healthy vitalizing start of your 
day. With the new arrivals of Happiness 
by TOYJOY, your customer can enjoy 
eggs as they have never done before. 
Especially with these three new additions. 
With ‘You Crack Me Up’, ‘Make My Or-
gasm Eggsplode’ and I’m So Eggcited’, 
your customer will be yearning to skip the 
‘fast’ in breakfast and go for a naughty 

player in the sex tech industry, innovating 
medical technology for sexual wellness 
purposes and making it available to a 
commercial market. They are responsible 
for the creation of the world’s first guybra-
tor which happens to boast the ability to 
bring a man to completion with or without 
an erection. Hot Octopuss is recognized 
globally for its development of PulsePlate 
Technology, Treble and Bass Technology, 
hands-free penis toys, and the recent 
launch of KURVE, a dual-motored G-spot 
vibrator. The company is distinguished for 
its concentration on erectile dysfunction, 
disability, and sex-positivity, and are com-
mitted to their vision of sexual wellness for 
every body. 

break between the sheets instead.In addi-
tion to two vibration speeds, six pulsating 
function and a lot of hands-free fun with 
an easy to control remote, each of these 
friendly, yet powerful vibrating love eggs 
comes with a very unique and ‘eggstatic’ 
quality. The rotating beads of ‘You Crack 
Me Up’, the pulsating ‘I’m So Eggcited’ 
and the rotating tip of ‘Make My Orgasm 
Eggsplode’ are designed specially to hit 
all the right spots in the most egghilara-
ting way.  

London, England - On 6 March 2021 global sex toy company, Hot Octopuss made history by 

being approved for the first sex toy ad ever to be featured in UK broadsheet news publicati-

on, The Guardian. 

UK’s Guardian Newspaper 
places first ever sex toy ad

New additions in Happiness by TOYJOY

N E W S

Hot Octopuss
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The name for the 
new platform is 

ONE-DC and it is online 
now. The future-ready 
platform brings together 
the different web shops 

of EDC Wholesale into one platform and offers 
six language options. EDC Wholesale has been 
working on the new platform for a while now, 
which was launched on the first of March. “We 
are now ready for the future and our interna-
tional ambitions are realized within the new 
platform. It’s an optimized version compared to 
our previous platform and we are very proud to 
introduce all the improvements that the ONE-DC 
platform has to offer,” commented Eric Idema, 
CEO of EDC Wholesale. The new platform offers 
six languages: English, German, Dutch, Spanish, 
French, and Polish. More language options will 
follow. The new ONE-DC platform has had a 
complete make-over and gives the customer 
easy access to finding products, brands, and 
categories. “We are extremely proud to have 
launched our new platform,” commented Lenn-
ard Honebecke, Head of Sales at EDC Who-
lesale. “The new platform offers a solid base for 
future development with further improvements 
and an optimized user experience, offering 
content and training which will reinforce the stra-
tegy of EDC Wholesale towards its customers.” 
Retail customers can now go to www.one-dc.
com or contact: sales@one-dc.com. 

Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale has 

a new platform. The Holland-based wholesaler 

combined the different platforms into one plat-

form with six different languages options. 

EDC Wholesale launched 
a new platform
www.one-dc.com 
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The turquoise Ultimate Pleasure, the 
orange Real Pleasure, the fuchsia Air 
Pleasure, the purple Double Pleasure and 
the pink Bendable G-spot vibe are the 
new products in the vast Vibes of Love 
collection from Tonga. Ultimate pleasure - 
The Ultimate Pleasure vibrator offers deep 
vibes for simultaneous vaginal and clitoral 
stimulation. This turquoise coloured duo 
vibrator has a penis shape with a distinct 
ridge under the glans and a flexible clitoris 
stimulator. Featuring two motors and two 
buttons, the nine vibes in the shaft and 
nine rhythms in the clitoral stimulator can 
be operated separately. Real pleasure - 
The Real Pleasure vibrator has a penis 
shape and a bright orange colour. Extra 
stimulation is provided by the distinct ridge 
under the glans and extra girth at the 
base. Its strong motor drives nine vibration 
rhythms for vaginal or clitoral stimulation. 

Bend, USA - Lora DiCarlo has named The 
Love Piece Club/Ajuma as its exclusive 
Japanese distribution partner. Lora DiCar-
lo’s range of biomimetic products are now 
available in 27 countries to-date. Founded 
by Minori Kitahara in 1996, The Love 
Piece Club was the first woman-owned 
pleasure products store to open in 

Double pleasure - Two shafts, that is dou-
ble pleasure! The purple Double Pleasure 
vibrator makes it easy to enjoy deep vibra-
tions during simultaneous vaginal and anal 
stimulation. The big and small penis sha-
ped shafts have their own motor and their 
own operation button, each providing nine 
vibration patterns. Air pressure pleasure - 
The Air Pleasure vibrator offers irresistible 
suction for clitoral stimulation and vibra-
tions for vaginal stimulation. This fuchsia 
coloured vibrator has a smooth shaft and 
air pressure in the clitoris stimulator. Its two 
strong motors drive nine suction modes 
and nine vibration rhythms. Bendable 
G-spot vibe - Flexibility is key in this duo 
vibrator with ridges for G-spot stimulation 
and a flexible clitoris stimulator. The pink 
G-spot Vibe can flex with the body to 
reach all the hot spots perfectly including 
the clitoris and the Gräfenberg-spot. 

Japan. Kitahara’s intentional approach to 
product curation focuses on empowering 
a primarily femme-centric demographic 
to explore sexuality without shame.The 
femtech manufacturer plans to expand its 
selection of biomimetic products in March 
with a range of thermal polymer warming 
vibrators designed for all genders.      

Axel, The Netherlands - Pleasure is within easy reach by a simple push of a button and 

available in several bright colours!

Colourful Vibes of Love

Lora DiCarlo and The Love Piece Club/
Ajuma strike exclusive distro partnership

N E W S

Tonga
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The ‘Vibrating Finger’ is perfect for 
vibrating foreplay fingering fun. The 

flexible double finger sleeve that includes 
an insertable vibro-bullet can be used 
in various ways. The battery-operated 
vibro-bullet can be inserted into one of 
the finger sleeves and the other sleeve 
can be placed over a finger. The vibrating 
fingering and stroking can begin as 
soon as the bullet’s 7 vibration modes 
have been turned on via the one button 
control. The soft touch texture means 
that the vibro-finger glides over the skin 
almost on its own – whether it’s being 
used for full-body stimulation or pleasure 
spot stimulation. The long finger can also 
be inserted into the vagina or anus which 
means that it can stimulate the G-spot or 
P-spot directly. 
The ‘Double Vibrator’ is perfect for 

Pompano Beach, USA - M.D. Science Lab 
announced their recently released 4-in-1 
Playful Flavors collection set record sales 
for Valentine’s Day. Banking on the increa-
sing popularity of multi-purpose products 
and consumers looking to explore new ex-
periences while being mindful of their bud-
gets, the 4-in-1 Playful Flavors collection 
is fulfilling an important need in the current 

vibrating solo pleasure or hot fun with a 
partner. The flexible double vibrator has a 
vibro-bullet at either end. Both ends can 
be inserted at the same time for solo fun. 
If you are having fun with a partner, you 
can each enjoy a vibro-bullet. The bullets 
can be inserted into the vagina or anus 
really easily because of their soft surface 
and narrow shape. The vibro-bullets can 
also be used to massage and stimulate 
external pleasure spots. The bullets also 
have 15 different vibration modes and the 
buttons can be used to make one end 
or both ends vibrate. The double vibrator 
can be recharged with the included USB 
cable.All the sex toys in the ‘Couples 
Choice’ range from You2Toys are 
delivered in attractive packaging that can 
also be stood up or hung up in the store 
because of the hanger in the middle. 

marketplace. “Our customers are sharing 
their needs and we’re listening,” said Bri-
ana Watkins, Vice President of Sales and 
Marketing for M.D. Science Lab. “I want 
to thank our entire Swiss Navy team for 
helping us set an incredible new record for 
Valentine’s Day sales. We knew our Playful 
Flavors would be successful, but we were 
all surprised by its considerable popularity. 

Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale had recently launched a new sex toy range – 

the ‘Couples Choice’ range from You2Toys. The elegant sex toys have been specifically 

developed for the needs of couples who want to spice up their love life a bit and who like 

experimenting. Two new sex toys from this range are available from ORION Wholesale. 

Two new sex toys from ‘Couples Choice’ 
for couples who like experimenting

Swiss Navy’s Playful Flavors sets record

N E W S

ORION Wholesale
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In order to increase the chance for ever-
yone to participate, this year‘s eroFame 

will be postponed to the end of October 
/ beginning of November. The date is 
planned for the 43rd week, the last week 
of October, but if necessary, another 
alternative date could be offered in the 
first half of November; the organizer will 
be in direct contact with Hannover Messe 
in this regard. The exact date will be an-
nounced by the end of April at the latest. 

Certainly there will be some adjustments 
in the course of the fair due to Corona. 
For example, all those who will not be 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Stardust by 
NS Novelties is now available at SCALA! 
This trendy collection of toys combines 
sparkling crystals, borosilicate glass, 
and powerful vibrations. The enchanting 
collection by NS Novelties features three 
different silhouettes, each available in 
four colors. Consumers can choose 
between the Posh vibrator, the Charm 
bullet, and the Glam anal plug. Each 

able to come to Hannover in person will 
have the opportunity to participate in 
eroFame digitally. 

In addition, the organizer announces 
that Huda Lutz will no longer work for 
eroFame. She has turned to new chal-
lenges after 10 years of eroFame. The 
organizer would like to take this oppor-
tunity to thank Ms. Lutz once again for 
the excellent cooperation and to wish 
her all the best on her new path. She will 
be succeeded by Kim Grundstedt, who 
will be available as a competent contact 
person for all trade fair matters. 

design features a transparent section 
filled with dazzling crystals, adding an 
impulse of intergalactic pleasure to 
erotic adventures. These beauties are 
made of high-quality materials, such 
as soft silicone, borosilicate glass, and 
ABS plastic: body-safe and durable. 
Stardust by NS Novelties is also USB-
rechargeable and comes in sleek, non-
intimidating packaging.   

Hanover, Germany - In view of the progressing vaccinations against the coronavirus, 

the advisory board and the organizers assume that eroFame 2021 will take place.

Advisory board decision gives 
the kick-off for eroFame 2021

Stardust by NS Novelties 

N E W S

eroFame has a  new Project  Manager :  K im Grundstedt 
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eroFame‘s new Project 
Manager: Kim Grundstedt 
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What we’re talking about is RCC 
Wholesale’s DELAY 100, the 

popular product that delays ejaculation 
and helps extend the sexual experien-
ce. Premature ejaculation is a common 
problem and it’s estimated that as many 
as one in three men are affected by it 
at some time. It can be embarrassing 
and distressing for the man and sexually 
dissatisfying for both partners. Both psy-
chological and biological factors can play 
a role in premature ejaculation. Whatever 
the cause, if it happens around half the 
time a man tries to have sex, then it’s 
time to find treatment. RCC Wholesa-
le understands the pressures, so their 
pharmacists have created a product that 
is designed to extend the experience 
quickly and easily – DELAY 100, which 
works by desensitising the penis. DELAY 
100 is a fast-acting and quickly-absor-
bed solution that comes in a discreet 

Wadgassen, Germany - As of now, 
retailers can order eight new HOT Twilight 
Pheromone products from ST RUBBER. 
Four of them are suitable for women, the 
other four for male customers. As usual 
from HOT, the articles convince with high 

and handy 20ml bottle that delivers up 
to 25 sprays. The product is manufactu-
red at an accredited and award-winning 
UK factory to RCC Wholesale’s exacting 
standards in quality and purity. It can be 
ordered in packs of 6 and, as with all 
RCC Wholesale products, comes with a 
Money Back Guarantee. Its well-resear-
ched and tested formula means partners 
can enjoy a longer sexual experience, 
confident of the product’s safety and 
reliability. If that wasn’t good enough, this 
quality product is also included in RCC 
Wholesale’s unmissable new promotion. 
When you buy two packs of DELAY 100, 
you get another pack free. So you can 
stock up for the months ahead and go 
on saving every day. It’s all part of their 
plan to help retailers grow their busi-
ness. But it won’t be around forever. 
The Buy 2, Get 1 FREE Sale ends April 
30th 2021. 

quality and an appealing packaging de-
sign. If you have any further questions, ST 
RUBBER’s customer service will be happy 
to help under the telephone number: 
+49 6834 4006-0 or simply visit the online 
shop: www.strubbi.com  

Belfast, Northern Ireland - No, RCC Wholesale isn’t having problems with delivery services, 

despite Covid and Brexit and overwhelmed delivery services across the country.

RCC Wholesale Delays ‘Delivery’!

New products from HOT are 
now available from ST RUBBER

N E W S

The Buy 2,  Get  1 FREE Sale ends Apr i l  30th 2021
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To support our international customers 
we welcome two new members to the 

sales team.” Commented Lennard Hone-
becke, Head of Sales at EDC Wholesale. 
“Kim will serve our French customers and 
Nerea our Spanish and Portuguese custo-
mers. We are very excited to welcome 
these two ladies to the team and we are 
looking forward to serving our customers 
in their own language. We believe that this 
will add value to the service we offer our 
customers in French and Spanish mar-
kets.” EDC Wholesale welcomes Nerea 
Quintana Álvarez, a native Spanish, all the 
way from Bilbao. Nerea brings a master’s 
degree in international communication and 
many experiences from working in different 
countries across the globe. She knows 
better than anyone how to make connec-
tions and help with business growth. Mo-

Seattle, USA - ‘Date Nights Personal 
Questions’ is a game with 552 questions 
that spark conversations between two 
people who are on a date together. Players 
take turns rolling the die and asking each 
other personal questions from the game 
cards, which hold 8 questions each. The 

reover, Nerea is always ready to add value 
by finding the most convenient solution. 
The key to success for Nerea is open and 
kind communication. She aspires to come 
close to the customer to help and maintain 
a relationship based on trust and integrity. 
EDC Wholesale also proudly welcomes 
its new account manager for France: Kim 
Maes. Kim is the first point of contact for 
French B2B customers. Thanks to her 
open way of communicating and extensive 
experience in sales, she knows like no 
other to answer all request-, order- and 
product-related questions. Due to her suc-
cessful period at EDC’s customer service 
department, Kim gained a lot of product 
knowledge. For Kim, open communication 
is crucial for a good working relationship. 
Both within EDC Wholesale and in contact 
with other companies.       

fun and intrigue of the questions allow the 
couple to have interesting dates and to get 
to know each other better. This game is 
also great for virtual dates. Even after Covid 
health concerns dissipate, this game is a 
great tool for any stage in a relationship and 
can be used via video encounters. 

Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale expanded its team with two new members 

to serve the French and Spanish markets. The Holland-based wholesaler expressed to the 

media its ambition to grow internationally and launched a new platform, called ONE-DC, 

beginning of March with multiple language options.

EDC Wholesale introduced 
two new team members 

Kheper Games, Inc. launches 
‚Date Nights Personal Questions‘ game

N E W S

The Sales Team is  growing 
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for 40 years of loyalty and partnership –  
we will continue to be by your side!

The Best Service
We value the satisfaction of our customers 
above all else. Therefore, we do everything 
we can to offer the best possible products, 

conditions, and service!

High Delivery Capacity
In our Logistics Center there are always  
1400 palettes of goods in stock – when  
we say, “24-48 hour- Delivery Service”,  

then we mean it.

First-Rate Consulting
Do you have questions about products  

or trends? Our consultants are always on  
the market pulse and can further help  

you at any time.

Well Connected Worldwide
For years we have been cultivating good, 
professional, and amicable relationships  

with many of our suppliers.

Fair Prices
Fairness is important to us, of course,  
also with our pricing policy: We always  
offer our customers an appealing price- 

performance ratio.

Fast Delivery
The collaboration with various shipping  
companies enables us to deliver goods  

throughout Germany generally  
within 24-48 hours.

6 good reasons to work with us!

Werner Tiburtius & Adrian Schneider /  

Inhaber & Geschäftsführer der                Vertriebsgesellschafft mbH

THANKS TO OUR CUSTOMERS 
AND SUPPLIERS …

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-66787 Wadgassen · T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de STRUBBI.COM
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As early as April of 2020, mainstream 
business publications like Forbes and 

Business Wire were already predicting 
what we know to be true today. Despite 
mass unemployment, widespread stress 
and exhaustion, and even break-ups and 
divorce, the sex toy industry fared 
incredibly well during the first year of 
Covid. All you need is a quick Google 
search to find proof in the numbers.
Now that we‘re over the biggest hurdle of 
2020‘s terrifying curve ball, are customers 
still clamoring for sex toys? All industry 
sources are giving a huge thumbs-up 
across social platforms, and according to 
our peers, the market is even stronger 
than ever. Sounds too good to be true, 
no? So I set out to learn more, ‚straight 
from the horse‘s mouth.‘
I informally polled a group of colleagues, 
and of the 33 retailers, distributors and 
manufacturers that chose to participate, 
every single person was eager to respond 
with a most enthusiastic “Yes!” to this 
month‘s column topic.
Molly Romeo of Holiday Products 
distribution elaborated, saying she credits 
the nonavailability of regular date-night-
out activities and the money saved by not 
participating in recreational activities like 
traveling or visiting bars and restaurants. 

Plus, said Romeo, folks have been bored 
while stuck indoors and looking to add 
some spice. 
Another retail colleague additionally 
pointed to the holistic ‚self-love‘ move-
ment that gained traction due to social 
distancing and lock downs. Other folks 
simply said their sales were “crazy good” 
or commented “Hell yeah!” as soon as the 
topic of market strength was posed. 
Raj Armani, co-founder of Indian adult 
boutique IMBesharam.com, concluded 
with a positive confirmation for the 
European and Asian markets as well.  
Armani responded to my query with “a 
resounding YES, even outside of the US.” 
If you‘re looking for a sign that right now 
is the time to debut a new product, 
launch a new business or otherwise profit 
from your sex-pertise (like I do), consider 
this a confirmation from the universe. 

The corona pandemic is 
still ongoing but the light 
at the tunnel shines 
brighter and brighter each 
day. As we inch closer to a 
return to normalcy, 
questions arise about the 
future of the market in a 
post-corona world. Will we 
emerge bigger and 
stronger? Can we maybe 
even hope for  
a scenario in which the 
upcoming growth eclipses 
the boom years before  
the crisis?

Yes
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Colleen Godin, 
EAN U.S. Correspondent



No
The erotic market is one of the markets that 
have remained largely unscathed throughout 
the corona crisis. If anything - and I hope 
retailers who had to shut down their stores 
during lockdown will forgive me for this 
generalisation - our market has benefitted 
from the situation. Obviously, talking about 
winners and losers leaves a bitter taste 
considering how much pain and hardship this 
pandemic has caused the world over, but that 
doesn’t mean that these roles aren’t clearly 
identifiable. They are. And the erotic market is 
one of the winners. But be that as it may, the 
question now is: What does the future bring? 
Will things continue along the present 
trajectory? Will sales continue to soar? 
Personally, I wouldn’t be surprised if other 
things started taking up a bigger share of 
people’s attention again when the corona 
crisis and all the related restriction are behind 
us. There will be so many ways to spend 
money, to have fun, to travel, etc. Therefore, I 
expect that, when normality returns, sales and 
growth numbers in the erotic market will 
normalise as well. Some of you may point out 
that all the consumers who have discovered to 
appeal of sex toys during the lockdowns, the 
quarantines, and the social distancing 
measures will remain loyal customers, but that 
may be wishful thinking. Some of those people 
will keep buying toys, sure, but many won’t 

become repeat customers. Also, 
let’s not forget the spectre of 
recession that is looming large on 
the horizon. Experts are already 
warning of the negative effects that 
the corona crisis could have on the 
economy and on consumption in 
the long run, and our hopes of 
quick economic recovery may end 
up being squashed. The wave of 
bankruptcies is only just starting, 
they say, and there is a very real danger 
of growing unemployment. Of course, if 
you believe that our market is truly 
crisis-proof that may not worry you all 
that much, but I for one think that those 
scenarios are far from unrealistic.
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The study design and procedure
The study was conducted in collabo- 
ration with Dr. Jones, a clinical psy- 
chologist and sex therapist. Almost 
20,000 people who menstruate  
responded to the call for participation 
last May. The final study participants 
were selected through a randomised 
procedure. In the first month, the  
participants recorded the current status 
of their period pain in a questionnaire. 
For a period of three months (test 
phase), they were asked to forego  
their traditional methods of pain control 
and to masturbate instead. Each month 
they recorded their symptoms in another 
questionnaire. The fifth month served as 
a control month in which they went back 
to using their usual tools. After another 
month, the last survey took place. 

Why do women experience period pain 
in the first place? 
Dr. Andrea Burri, Psychosexologist, 
founder of the ‘Institute for Sex Counselling 
and Sexual Sciences (ISCSS)’ and Sexual 
Wellness Expert at Womanizer explains: 
“During menstruation, the uterus contracts 
spasmodically to shed the lining of the 
womb that built up over the month for a 
possible pregnancy. This causes cramps. 
The contractions of the uterus are also 
controlled by the hormone prostaglandin. 
This hormone is a pain messenger and is 
also involved in inflammation, for example. 
The higher the levels of prostaglandins, the 
stronger the period pain can be”. 

90 percent recommend masturbation 
When asked whether masturbation or 
medication worked better for period pain, 

Half of the world’s pop-
ulation get their periods 
each month and most of 
them struggle with differ-
ent painful side effects. 
Although these symptoms 
are common, they are 
hardly researched – like  
so many topics around 
women’s health. The  
so-called Gender Health 
Gap describes this gap 
and shows that women 
have historically been 
neglected in medicine and 
research. In May 2020, 
Womanizer launched 
the Menstrubation Study 
(Menstruation + Mastur-
bation) – the first clinical 
study worldwide to find 
out whether masturbation 
can help against period 
pain. Over a period of six 
months, a total of 486 
people who menstruate 
took part in the study. The 
result: Yes, masturbation 
helps against period pain. 

Womanizer proves that masturbation 
helps against period pains 
Succe s s fu l  Men s t ruba t ion  s tudy

F E A T U R E
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equal numbers favoured each method: 
43 per cent chose medication, 42 per 
cent masturbation. The most common 
answers from the remaining 15 per cent 
were: A mix of both , heat, CBD (oil), 
sleep and exercise. A full 90 per cent 
would recommend masturbation for pain 
relief and 85 per cent plan to maintain 
their (new) masturbation routine after  
the study. 

Pain intensity and frequency  
demonstrably decreases 
Participants recorded both the intensity 
and frequency of their pain each month 
on a standardised 10-point scale. The 
results show that both parameters  
decreased noticeably over the course of 
the test phase. And even more remark-
able: even after the control month, 
the values were still lower than at the 
beginning of the test phase. The aver-
age intensity in the initial survey was 6.7 
points, after the end of the test phase 
only 5.4. This corresponds to a decrease 
of 1.3 points. After the control month, 
this value was 5.9 and thus still 0.8 points 
below the initial value. The same effect 
was also visible in the frequency of period 
pain. On average, the score was 7.4 
points at baseline, but after the test phase 
the score decreased by 2.8 points and 
stood at 4.6. After the control month, the 
value was 6.7, which still corresponds to 
a decrease of 0.7 points. 

Why can masturbation help against 
period pains? 
Dr. Burri says: “Following orgasm, a num-
ber of hormones are released, including 
dopamine which reduces stress and 
activates an inner bliss. As a result, other 
physical processes take a back seat.  
This feels like pain relief. Furthermore, 
the metabolism and blood circulation are 
stimulated. Both counteract pain. Finally, 
during orgasm, the muscles contract and 
relax, which can relieve painful cramps. 
While these chemical processes are 
strongest during and after orgasm, they 
also take place during masturbation -  
just in a slightly less intense form.”
Dr. Jones, head of the study: “It is remark-
able how quickly the participants felt an 
improvement in their symptoms. After only 
one month of conscious masturbation the 
values already dropped significantly. In 
addition, my assumption that masturba-
tion also has a long-term, positive effect 
on well-being was confirmed. Even after 
the participants returned to their usual 
methods of pain relief, the values for 
intensity and frequency remained lower 
than at the beginning. It is likely that both 
parameters would have improved even 
further with an even longer test phase.
So far, the launch resulted in about  
50 articles in mainstream media, with  
a potential reach of almost 200M. All  
results and the full report are available  
at www.menstrubation.com

Johanna Rief Head of 
Sexual Empowerment 
at Womanizer 

Clinical Psychologist  
& Sex Therapist Dr. 
Christopher Ryan Jones 
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One of the reasons EAN is an interesting 
read – besides my amazing column of 
course, obviously – are the interviews with 
the retailers hustling away to make their 
businesses survive and thrive. Whereas 
their peers might be primarily interested 
in knowing who’s stocking what goodies 
on the shelves (virtual or otherwise) I’m 
curious to see what’s under the marketing 
bonnet and the business decision making 
at play (or not as the case may be).

Last month’s issue featuring Tami Rose 
from Romantic Adventures in Mississippi 
didn’t disappoint.

One part in particular certainly got my 
attention. Afterwards, I sat down like 

an exhausted but overjoyed Admiral 
Akbar when the Death Star gets 
blown to smithereens. Not quite, 
but you get the picture.

Let me quote Tami in all her 
glory.

“I don’t really chase social 
media though because you 
can spend an inordinate 

amount of time building a fol-
lowing you don’t own and at the 

update of an algorithm or the stroke 
of a key, they are all gone. It seems 

like a bad investment to me.”

Halle-frickin-lujah.

I’m not for one 
minute 

suggesting Tami had read any of my pre-
vious tirades (although if she did that’d be 
lovely). I’m not the only one opining on the 
big caveats pertaining to social media, for 
sure. Whoever you choose to pay attention 
to though, either myself or Tami, is irrele-
vant. But darn well make sure you do. Print 
Tami’s words on a big piece of paper and 
stick it on your office wall or scribble it into 
your journal or whatever.  And when it gets 
all tattered, print it out again and replace it. 
But don’t ever ignore it.

I’m not being completely dismissive of so-
cial media of course (and neither is Tami). 
It can be a useful tool in your marketing 
communications mix and it can be handy 
for competitor analysis and information 
gathering on new products and services, 
and such like. But one has to get things 
into perspective vis-à-vis the time and 
effort expended on it. And it’s in this regard 
that I suspect social media is much more 
of a time-trap for online store owners with 
no physical presence. 

If you’re in this camp, social media might 
be the only means by which you can try 
to engage with prospects. But it can be 
an exhausting, unrewarding slog. Unless 
it’s from other dedicated ‘adult’ accounts 
who are proud to make their sexploits and 
preferences public, many people will be 
quite happy to look through your posts, 
buy plenty of your products online and be 
swinging from the proverbial chandeliers in 
the privacy of their own home getting up to 
all sorts of sexual shenanigans: but have 

In his monthly column, 
Brian Gray from Glasgow-
based marketing agency 
Lascivious Marketing 
offers his thoughts on 
all things marketing. 
This month he’s taking a 
moment to highlight the 
benefits from reading 
retailer interviews in the 
hallowed pages of EAN. 
(This is why the Editor’s 
smiling just now)

WORDS OF WIDSOM
Mar ke t ing  Ma t te r s
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absolutely zero interest or inclination to follow, 
like, or comment on a single post of yours. I 
won’t lie: this is tough and energy sapping. And 
when the social media platforms are factoring in 
comment and engagement levels as part of their 
all-important algorithms, and you’re not gettin’ 
nuthin’, it’s a bitter pill to swallow.  

In contrast, if you’re running a physical store, 
you’re going to be far more involved with what’s 
going on right around you. I’m willing to bet 
that time you’re spent surgically attached to a 
smartphone or laptop is far, far less than your 
online-only compatriots. Why? One word: tan-
gibility. Each day you’re physically walking into 
premises that you can see with your own eyes, 
touch with your own hands and feet, smell with 
your own nose, and be in tune with on a sensory 
level. Compare this with taking a digital photo, 
editing it on a digital device, and uploading it into 
the digital ether. 

For many erotic retailers, Twitter or Instagram 
may be your shop window to the world – well, 
as much as they can be, and with a reasonable 
degree of limitations. But for a physical store, 
your shop window really is your shop window. In 
the UK for instance, there’s always a commotion 
when the big department store Selfridges unveils 
their new window displays on London’s bustling 

Oxford Street. You can be doing so similarly, 
generating some good PR and making an event 
of it. And yes, uploading some pictures onto 
social media for good measure.

I mentioned engagement a minute ago. Not all 
physical customers are the same, of course. 
Some want to come in, grab what they need, 
and get the heck out. Perhaps they’re a bit shy, 
or maybe they’re about to get a parking ticket. 
But for the ones who’re happy, chatty and 
completely at home in your store of sauciness, 
your real – yes real, not algorithmic or digital – 
engagement is on fire. You’re cultivating and 
maintaining great customer relations, you’re also 
perhaps getting some valuable insight, some 
ideas on future promos, and all sorts of things 
besides smiles on the faces of customer and 
salesperson alike. It’s gold dust. I’m not going to 
recite some rigorously calculated metric, but we 
all know that one of these face-to-face connec-
tions and conversations is worth a shedload of 
likes or raised thumbs on a smartphone. Frankly, 
it’s verging on incomparable. And depending on 
location and to what extent the population has 
felt caged under lockdown, believe me when I 
say there are people absolutely yearning to have 
personal connections in places with people that 
ooze empathy and a real desire to help. Why 
shouldn’t it be your fine establishment?



There’s no prizes for realising the best scenario 
is having both physical and digital channels 
available to successfully leverage the inherent 
benefits associated with such environments. 
Even dyed-in-the-wool online retail behemoths 
have recently seen the intrinsic value in possess-
ing a physical presence. But, in these uncertain 
times where physical stores can be ordered to 
close their doors for weeks or months on end 
with little warning, flexibility is vital.    

Back to Tami’s interview, what was also inter-
esting is her use of radio advertising over the 
years. Keeping the same musical jingle going for 
a lengthy period of time is crucial in establishing 
and maintaining awareness and generating good 
recall rates. Repetition, repetition, repetition. And 
it grows more powerful each passing year that 
it’s not replaced with something else. Think of 
the McDonalds ‘whistle’ at the end of their tv 
ads. Think of the little chime at the end of the 
Intel processor ads. Hear them enough and you 
know exactly which brands they belong to. As 
long as the creative around them is engaging, 
solid stuff, that keeps audiences interested and 
willing to take action (ahhh, brings back memo-
ries of the good old Hierarchy of Effects model) 
then it’s all good.

Of course, the ability to repeat ads requires the 
ability to pay for them. It’s no good paying for 
just one ad, hoping for a sales avalanche. And 
this is true of all advertising mediums: radio, 

print, television; take your pick. It just doesn’t 
work this way: never has, never will. If you can’t 
commit to a regular advertising schedule then 
don’t part with your cash, regardless of how 
persuasive the ad sales executive is. And they 
can be mighty persuasive: trust me on this, I’m 
speaking from personal experience. Think about 
other options instead. 

That said, if you do have the budget just now for 
a sustained ad campaign, then now’s the time 
to be haggling. Since Covid caused marketing 
mayhem last year with all sorts of disrupted and 
cancelled campaigns, things are still a little fragile 
in ad-land, and some juicy discounts could 
be found. Granted, government public health 
spending has taken up a lot of the advertis-
ing slack that would normally accompany a 
recession-based advertising slump, but it’s still 
well worth sniffing around. For instance, some 
mainstream media broadcasters have launched 
schemes encouraging smaller companies to 
take their first steps into tv advertising. In short, 
if you’ve got the budget for repeated exposure, 
investigate and see what’s possible.

Until next month then, stay safe, sane, and not 
too stuck on your social media! 
 
Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.
com or phoned on +44 (0)141 255 0769 
while counting down the days for his  
post-lockdown haircut.
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#LoveIsLove
LoveIsLove puts the spotlight firmly on 
love. Everyone deserves love. Everyone 
should have the freedom to create the 
love life they want. Love should be freely 
definable, regardless of age, gender, 
sexual orientation, relationship status, 
preferences or abilities. pjur is celebrating 
this diversity with a special limited-edition 
product that features a rainbow on 
the label symbolising love, acceptance 
and tolerance.

The pjur ORIGINAL Rainbow edition 
The cult product from pjur features a 
colourful, eye-catching rainbow on the 
label that is impossible to overlook. 
Just like pjur ORIGINAL, it is a premium 
silicone-based personal lubricant. The 
formula provides extra-long-lasting 
lubrication and leaves the skin feeling 
great, not sticky. It is also very effective 
- a little goes a long way. The silicone-
based personal lubricant is a universal 
companion for erotic massages, vaginal 
and anal intercourse and masturbation. 
Personal lubricant helps increase 
moisture levels in the intimate area. 
Everyone should feel confident to use 
the personal lubricant that matches their 
individual love life.

The pjur ORIGINAL 
Rainbow edition bundle 
pjur‘s marketing team has developed 
an attention-grabbing POS bundle for 
the pjur ORIGINAL Rainbow edition. 
The materials are also available to order 

#LoveIsLove
Ne w: the  l im i ted  p ju r  OR I G I NAL  Ra in bow  ed i t i on

LIMITED  

EDITION

now. Special posters, shelf danglers, 
postcards and an inflatable pjur 
ORIGINAL bottle will ensure that the 
campaign can also be run in brick-and-
mortar stores. 

About LoveIsLove 
Following on from #normalizelube, 
the #loveislove campaign is pjur‘s 
second initiative designed to help 
people feel more confident about their 
sexuality. The campaign will run over 
the summer months and aims to 
empower people to celebrate life and 
love in all their diversity regardless 
of age, gender, sexual orientation, 
preferences, appearance or abilities. 
pjur aims to highlight its commitment to 
diversity, acceptance and tolerance with 
its pjur ORIGINAL Rainbow edition. 
For further information on the campaign, 
visit www.pjur.com/loveislove   

pjur is launching a limited 
pjur ORIGINAL Rainbow 
edition in spring 2021 
to mark its support of 
universal values. Love, 
tolerance and diversity 
are at the core of the 
campaign, which aims to 
highlight that a fulfilled 
sex life means different 
things to different people 
- and this is something 
we should celebrate. The 
campaign focuses on the 
pjur ORIGINAL Rainbow 
edition, a limited special 
version of the pjur‘s 
cult product. The online 
campaign starts in mid-
May and will be rolled 
out across social media 
channels. An oversized, 
inflatable pjur ORIGINAL 
bottle will also be available 
to showcase the campaign 
in retail stores. 
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40 years of 
ST RUBBER - 
what does that anniver-
sary mean to you on a  personal level?

Adrian Schneider & Werner Tiburtius: 
Well, 40 years is a long time, and yet, 
it seems to have gone by pretty quickly 
if you look back at it now. We are 
proud that, throughout this long 
period of time, we have shaped and 
reshaped a company that people in 
the industry know and appreciate. 
Reliability and stability are two of the 
main pillars of our company, but 
honesty and fairness are also vital if 
you want to build a long-lasting 
business. We had a goal and we 
achieved it. That is something we 
are extremely proud of.

You two 
have been running 

this company ever since you 
started it in 1981. What has kept you 
motivated as company bosses for such a 
long time?

Adrian & Werner: Well, happy 
employees and happy customers have 
always been ample motivation for 
us. When we meet and talk with our 
customers, we see that there are many 
things we do right. We will always strive 
for perfection; obviously, the more you 
improve, the harder it gets to achieve 
those last few percentage points that 
stand between you and 100% - but we 
want to get as close as possible. Also, 
knowing that people are happy with your 

Cramming a company’s 
40-year history into one 
interview is a task that 
is doomed to fail from 
the outset. To do justice 
to such a story, you’d 
need a book or better 
yet, a movie with an epic 
runtime. Adrian Schneider 
and Werner Tiburtius 
even have a name for that 
hypothetical movie, and 
at the very end of this 
interview, they also tell 
us why they’d like to play 
themselves should this 
movie ever come to pass. 
But first, let’s look back at 
40 years of ST RUBBER.

We had a goal and we achieved it. 
That is something we are extremely proud of
ST RUBBER  ce le b r a te  the i r  40-y e a r  ann i ve r sa r y 

For Werner Tiburtius and 
Adrian Schneider, a used 
condom dispenser marked 
the beginning of a career 
that has been spanning 40 
years so far
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work is a great motivation. And we have 
more and more internal anniversaries for 
team members who have been with us 
for a very long time. Seeing that they are 
happy and feel at home here motivates us 
to no end. 

When you started out in this industry, did 
you ever expect that your handful of condom 
dispensers would eventually evolve into a 
highly successful company that is doing 
business all over the world?

Adrian & Werner: Definitely not. In the 
beginning, it was more like a hobby. We did 
it for the fun of it. But as time went on, this 
hobby became a calling. It is still crazy to see 
how far we have come since then. 

No company can survive in this market for 40 
years unless it has certain strengths. What are 
those strengths in the context of ST RUBBER? 
What sets you apart from the competition? 

Adrian & Werner: People from Saarland have a 
reputation for being down to earth and reliable. 
So, being from Saarland, we aim to be fair 
and honest with our customers and with our 
suppliers, and our business partners notice and 
appreciate this philosophy. What we offer is a 
healthy mix of well-known quality brands and an 
ever-growing range of white label products. Add 
to that a great team of hard-working employees, 
and that’s the secret of our success, I guess.

The market has changed, and so has your 
company, I am sure, but have always stuck 
with your philosophy of putting customer 
satisfaction first. Similarly, ST RUBBER still feels 
like the familial, close-knit company it was in the 
beginning. How did you manage to hold on to 
those qualities?

Adrian & Werner: Of course, a lot has changed 
over the course of the past decades. But we 
still hold on to that philosophy you outlined, and 
having a strong connection and being friends 
outside of work has definitely helped. You are 

„WE ARE PROUD THAT,  THROUGHOUT THIS  LONG PERIOD OF 

TIME,  WE HAVE SHAPED AND RESHAPED A  COMPANY THAT 

PEOPLE IN  THE INDUSTRY KNOW AND APPRECIATE . “
A D R I A N  &  W E R N E R
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Werner Tiburtius and Adrian 
Schneider have been friends 
since their school days

absolutely right about that 
familial feeling. Then again, 
us Saarlanders are sociable 
and approachable by nature. 
That is probably also why we 
have established so many 
close relationships with our 
customers and suppliers in 
Germany and abroad, and we 
actually consider many of them 
to be our friends.

As founders and CEOs of the 
company, you often get the 
spotlight, but you always stress 
that each and every member of 
the team is vital for the success 
of your company? How 
important is it to have a team 
that loves what they’re doing?

Adrian & Werner: Of course, 
the team is super important. 

Our employees need to be happy because 
without them, everything would collapse. Each 
and every member of the team is encouraged to 
make suggestions for improvements or to come 
up and talk to the management if they have a 
problem. Some of the things they talk about with 
us are very personal, which shows us that we 
have their trust, and we truly appreciate that. If 
there’s anything we can do to help them, we will 
try our best to do so. At the very least, we try to 
make the best of the situation.

The two of you have been working side by side 
for 40 years now. Be honest – do you ever get 
into big arguments?

Adrian & Werner: Short answer - NO! It 
probably has to do with the fact that we’ve 
known each other for such a long time. We’ve 

been friends since our school days! Also, we 
each have our own area of expertise, and we 
trust each other to do the best we can in our 
respective fields. If there are big decisions to be 
made, we discuss them during meetings with 
our operations manager and our procurator, and 
we make a decision together. 

Looking back at the past 40 years, which 
memories put a smile on your face, and which 
milestones had the biggest impact on the 
growth, the evolution, and the success of the 
company? 

Adrian & Werner: 40 years ago, it all started 
with a used condom dispenser. That vending 
machine was originally just supposed to 
generate a little bit of pocket money for us, 
but one dispenser quickly turned into three, 
then four, then five, and all of a sudden, we 
had more than 20. We added new machines 
almost weekly until we had those so-called 
“silent salesmen” in bars, train stations, public 
restrooms, and supermarkets all over Saarland. 
At first, we only used them to sell c4ndoms, 
but as time went on, we added joke products 
and other stuff. After being a vending machine 
operation for about ten years - by that time, we 
had more than a thousand machines across 
several Länder, including Rhineland-Palatinate, 
Hesse, North Rhine-Westphalia, and Baden-
Württemberg – we turned our “company 
constituted under civil law” into a limited 
company and started getting into the wholesale 
business. Our first catalogue was four pages 
strong (for comparison, our catalogue for 2021 
has 612 pages!) We had to rent warehousing 
space, but that quickly became impractical, and 
so we got our first company building including 
a big warehouse, situated in an industrial park 
near where we lived. But another ten years later, 
we had outgrown that place as well, so we built 
a big logistics centre which offered ample space 
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DATEX
Datex is a revolutionary material 
made of natural rubber latex, 
printed on an elastic knitted 
fabric. The result is a very 
stretchable material with the 
looks and touch of latex on the 
outside and the softness and 
comfort of the stretchy fabric on 
the inside.

PRINTED DATEX
The latex is printed on the elastic knitted 
fabric in open patterns. This way we have 
endless possibilities to create striped, 
curly or fantasy designs, mixed with 
transparent or semi-transparent fabric 
parts.

LEATHER

WETLOOK

Real leather combined with firm 
seams, draw strings and metal 
zippers. High quality materials 
that are professionally processed 
into beautiful products with fine 
details.

The material of this range of products
is made of elastic knitwear that is
laminated with polyurethane, which gives 
it the typical sexy wetlook appearance. 
The shiny fabric is very elastic and fits 
smoothly around the body, for a 
comfortable and sensual feeling and
a sassy look. 

LATEX
The Guilty Pleasure Latex garments are 
glued, which means the latex sheets have 
been cut to size and put together with ad-
hesives. The result is that they fit better 
than molded latex. It allowed us to create 
sensual styles for the latex dresses and to 
combine two colours of latex. 
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for further expansions, 
giving us enough 
room to grow and 
evolve.The eroFame 
trade convention 
turned out to be 
another big turning 
point in the history 
of our company. 
For one, we were part 
of the show’s advisory 
board from day one, 
but the event also 
helped us create 
more awareness 
for our brand 
on an internatio-
nal level.

There are good times and there are bad times 
– for instance now, with COVID going on. You 
probably had your fair share of peaks and 
valleys over the course of the past 40 years 
... and then came the virus. How did you deal 
with the corona pandemic as businessmen?
 
Adrian & Werner: Well, to be honest, we 
never had to deal with such a dramatic, world-
spanning crisis before, and thank God for that.
There was very little we could do other than to 
respond to what was happening. We quickly 
moved toward the first lockdown back in 
mid-March of 2020, which obviously cut into 
our sales as retail stores had to close. The 
same thing happened again when the second 
lockdown was imposed at the beginning of 
November 2020. We had to reduce working 
hours and rethink and basically reinvent the 
entire cost structure of the company.
Unfortunately, we’re still in this crisis, and we’ll 
have to see what the next weeks and months 
hold in store until this thing is finally behind us.
But we’d like to take this opportunity to once 

again thank all of our employees who have 
stuck it out together with us. And a big thanks 
to our procurator and operations manager, 
who have worked tirelessly to deal with the 
additional bureaucratic demands that are 
placed on our company.

Your company has been a big part of the 
erotic industry for 40 years now. How has 
the market changed during that time? Was 
everything easier in the old days or were 
things just different? 

Adrian & Werner: Consumer expectations 
and consumer behaviour have changed quite 
a lot, especially over the course of the past 
15-20 years. Back in the old days, the price 
was everything, and nobody cared about the 
materials that they inserted into their body. 
Today, people pay much more attention to 
the quality of a product - consumers want 
sustainable, body-safe materials. Also, they 
are willing to spend more money on products; 
having a toy with a price tag north of 100 or 
150 euros is not a rarity anymore.
And yes, things were easier in the early days. 
There are much more official requirements 
for products and for packaging today, you 
actually need a department of its own to take 
care of these things.

How have the requirements for wholesalers 
changed over the course of the past 40 years?

Adrian & Werner: Before, there was a much 
smaller number of companies in this business. 
You knew your competition. Today, the 
market is basically swamped with distribution 
companies, which way too often leads to price 
dumping, cutting into our margins. Like in any 
other industry, there are good players and 
there are bad players. One of our main goals 

The two businessmen at the 30-
year anniversary of ST RUBBER
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is to help our customers identify the difference 
between the two, so they don’t just buy from 
whoever offers the lowest price.

To celebrate the anniversary together with your 
clients, you have created the ‚40-year Special.‘ 
What can you tell us about that?

Adrian & Werner: Many of our suppliers 
agreed to make this big anniversary a special 
event for our customers as well, and so they 
have granted us a special discount, which we 
are passing on to our customers 100%. Every 
month of 2021 – with the exception of October, 
when we’ll hopefully meet in person at eroFame 
again -, there is a special discount on great 
products from great brands. That is our way of 
saying THANK YOU to our loyal customers.

If someone were to turn the history of ST 
RUBBER into a movie, what would be the title, 
and who should play you? 

Adrian & Werner: Oh, that’s a tough question 
... Well, the film would definitely be very long. 

Retelling 40 years takes time. As for the title 
... maybe something like “The Lord of the 
Condoms” or “Indiana Jones and the Last 
Condom”. How about “Condominator”? Or 
“Around the World in 80 Condoms” maybe? 
Also, we’d have to play ourselves. You can’t 
act like a Saarlander, you have to be one.

Just ten short years, and it’ll be the 50th 
anniversary. What are your plans and wishes 
for the next decade?

Adrian & Werner: The past 12 months have 
shown that a lot can happen. In mid-2019, 
nobody on planet Earth would have believed 
that there would be a global pandemic and 
that the economy would be put to the test 
in such a way, let alone that people would 
have to completely change their lives, 
basically overnight. Making plans in today’s 
climate is difficult because whether or not 
those plans pan out is only partially up to 
you. There are so many external factors 
that you can’t control. Therefore, let’s keep 
the plans and wishes to making it out of this 
pandemic in one piece and returning to 
our normal lives.

And what are your goals for the future of your 
company?

Adrian & Werner: We hope to remain at the 
helm of our company for years to come and 
to keep working with our business partners. 
Speaking of which, we also want to send a big 
THANK YOU to all of our suppliers and clients 
for their loyalty throughout the years! We are 
going to continue on our quest to do our very 
best for our partners in the industry and the 
retail trade.

eroFame has played an important 
role in the history of ST RUBBER
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Vaccinations in the UK are going full steam 
ahead, and it‘s happening faster than in 
many other European countries. Does that 
give you hope in these difficult times? 

Simon Prescott: The vaccine roll-out in 
the UK has been extraordinary and it does 
give us further hope for moving forward 
out of this pandemic and ensuring no 
further lockdowns are enforced.  
Obviously being in retail and employing 
frontline staff who are dealing with the pu-
blic every day, it has been at the forefront 
of our thoughts, especially as we make 
plans to emerge from lockdown three, but 
we will not be looking back but only to the 
future. It is paramount that our staff are not 
only safe but also that they do feel safe 
whilst they work and that is why, during the 
past 12 months, at every stage of either 
locking down or re-opening the doors, we 
have had strategy meetings to brainstorm 
all the possibilities and have ensured that 
all the staff have been involved and given 
the opportunity to offer their thoughts 
and opinions. In the end, we have always 
erred on the side of caution and have fully 
adhered to the regulations of the time and 
the flexibility that they allowed. As the regu-
lations changed, we changed with them. 
Our organization is not an individual, rather 
an enterprise of numerous people who 
deal face to face with the public. 

Your retail business has gone through 
three lockdowns. How did you brave 
those troubled times?

In this interview with Simon Prescott, the Director of 
Nice ‚n‘ Naughty explains how his company – which 
relies on bricks and mortar retailing for most of its 
business - has fared throughout the lockdown peri-
ods. In the process, he provides interesting insights 
into the inner workings of Nice ‚n‘ Naughty, talking 
about how the team stuck together during the dif-
ficult times, and he explains why none of problems 
that have plagued him these past 12 months have 
been able to dampen his optimism about the future.

It has not been easy at all for any of us!
How N ice  ‘ n ’  Naughty  have  we athe r e d  the  co ron a  c r i s i s

Simon Prescott, 
Director of 
Nice’n’Naughty
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Simon: I am not going to lie to you, it has not 
been easy at all for any of us! 
However, I am a firm believer that tough times 
give you the chance to test all the corporate 
slogans and procrastinations of the good 
times and as a result, I am proud to say we at 
Nice ‘n’ Naughty have firmly stuck together. 
The shops may have been closed, but we did 
as we always do and acted like the family we 
often state we are. 
We ensured that all of our team received 
100% of their wages, plus anticipated sales 
target bonuses and commissions throughout 
the whole pandemic, and will continue to do 
so because our team is amazing! 
They have consistently proven their passion, 
loyalty, and love of our company and this was 
reciprocated without question over the past 
12 months. We are very lucky to be able to 
say we have been there and able to support 
them all through the bad times!
To keep motivation up and ensure good men-
tal health remains at the forefront, we have 
run weekly virtual quizzes through What’s App 
and Zoom, we send regular group messages 
to each other and most recently, we held our 
virtual annual awards ceremony. 
The latter was originally destined to take place 
at the stunning 5* Epic Sana hotel this year, 
perched on top of the dramatic cliff tops abo-
ve the beautiful, white sandy Algarve beaches 
in Portugal – but we’ll go there next year now, 
if permitted!
So, to soften the blow of the loss of the trip, 
we doubled the prize money for the awards 
from last year, sent each staff member a party 
box and celebrated our achievements to-
gether, virtually via Zoom. This I am very proud 

of, and being a small company there is usually 
an award to suit most!

How has Nice ‚n‘ Naughty responded to the 
difficult up and down of the past year (lock-
down, loosening of restrictions, lockdown, 
etc.) and the uncertainty that comes with it?

Simon: We at Nice ‘n’ Naughty have tried to 
be proactive wherever possible, opening when 
we could and closing only when we had to. 
This has naturally pushed more of our focus 
and time towards the website - something  
we were admittedly slightly behind the 
curve on, like so many other established
high street brands. 
We have been working diligently on catching 
up and although we do have some market 
share to make up, I am again proud to say we 
will soon be servicing our online customers 
with the professionalism and experience we 
have had in our shops for decades.

You introduced a new concept for your bricks 
and mortar stores at the beginning of 2020... 
and then the virus hit. How did you and your 
colleagues deal with this? Does such a low 
blow weld you together?

Simon: The concept wasn’t just a concept for 
the stores, it was a change of mindset, focus, 
and vision for us all, and we as a business 
have carried that through lockdown in whate-
ver way we could. We are now applying this to 
the website as we adapt to changing trends. 
Yes, of course it has hurt us, but we refuse to 
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let it break us and it is in fact this new re-bran-
ding and the change of ethos that has helped 
carry us through these trying times.

Were you able to get help from your go-
vernment? Are you satisfied with what was 
offered? There has been a lot of criticism that 
governments only help big companies, while 
smaller companies are left to their fate...

Simon: We were able to gain what we deem 
just enough help to survive, however we 
ourselves have completed the thorough pro-
cesses that the less diligent small businesses 
may or may not have the admin resources 
for. If you don’t know how to apply for grants, 
you can easily slip through the cracks in the 
system. 

These small businesses I feel so sorry for, as I 
know how hard it is out there and how clued 
up you must be to survive! 

On March 3, your government met to discuss 
the budget, including financial support for 
the economy in corona times. What was the 
outcome of this meeting? Can the bricks & 
mortar retail expect further support from the 
government?

Simon: As we start to emerge from the pan-
demic, the UK government has budgeted a 
£65 billion three-point plan to provide support 
for jobs and businesses which will bring the 
total fiscal support to an eye-watering £400 
billion. The plan includes VAT cuts for the hos-
pitality sector but unfortunately not retail. The 
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government announced small business grants 
and -government.backed loans will be open 
for application in the spring. They also set 
out plans to protect jobs, drive growth and 
investment to help the economy rebound. The 
government has announced ways of financially 
incentivising businesses to recruit new and 
retain existing staff. The business rates holiday 
for bricks and mortar stores has been exten-
ded by 3 months, followed by a 66% discount 
for the reminder of the financial year which will 

be a tremendous help to businesses as we 
emerge from the pandemic. 
In short, he ‚kicked the can down the road‘ as 
we are aware the Chancellors job is to balance 
the books, and so we fully anticipate tax hikes 
in the coming years.

Your activities also include an online shop. Has 
it benefited from the lockdowns? Has it been 
able to make up lost sales in your bricks and 
mortar retail shops? 

Simon: We still have a little way to go to be up 
to pace with some of the savvier online retailers 
who have more online experience although they 
may have considerably less experience and 
time served within the sex industry. 
It opened our eyes to the work that was re-
quired to improve our online offerings and the 
lockdowns have given us the opportunity to 
work on this in the background. This has been 
somewhat of a silver lining during the pande-
mic, however, in short, yes, lost sales in our 
bricks and mortar shops have hit us hard.

“ I  BELIEVE THE RIGHT 

AMOUNT OF  WELL-

LOCATED SPECIALIST 

STORES STILL  HAVE THE 

MARKET OPPORTUNITY 

TO THRIVE  AND PROSPER 

ALONGSIDE THE V IRTUAL 

WORD.” 
S I M O N  P R E S C OT T
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The overall picture is still a bit distorted, but 
it seems that the market for sex toys enjoys 
unrestrained demand (which for well-known 
reasons bypasses bricks and mortar retailing). 
Are you worried that the pandemic will have 
a negative impact on people‘s consumption 
patterns in the medium or long term?

Simon: The sex industry I think is slightly diffe-
rent to other retail sectors. 
Liberalisation has taken something that was 
more taboo into the mainstream, so on the 
one hand, the internet and online shopping 
are changing the world day to day and simply 
can’t be ignored, but I also believe the right 
amount of well-located specialist stores still 
have the market opportunity to thrive and 
prosper alongside the virtual word. 

Do you already know when you will be able to 
reopen your stores? How long can you hold 
out at all?

Simon: At present, I believe we will open on 
April the 12th, but if this year has taught us 
anything it is that things can rapidly change. 
As far as ‚can we hold out‘, yes, we can. The 

light at the end of the tunnel is still a viable 
thriving business and industry for us, even 
with our hands tied behind our backs, if you 
pardon the pun! 

In your opinion, what hygiene concepts and 
restrictions (for example, limiting the number 
of customers, etc.) can be expected when you 
are allowed to reopen? 

“THE L IGHT AT  THE END 

OF  THE TUNNEL IS  STILL 

A  V IABLE THRIV ING 

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY 

FOR US,  EVEN WITH OUR 

HANDS TIED BEHIND OUR 

BACKS,  IF  YOU PARDON 

THE PUN!” 
S I M O N  P R E S C OT T
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Simon: At present, we are positively assuming 
it will be in-line with what we faced coming out 
of lockdown one, there or there abouts.

There are more than a few who claim that the 
customers who have migrated from bricks and 
mortar retail to e-commerce due to the corona 
crisis are permanently lost to bricks and mort-
ar retailers. How do you see that?

Simon: Our shops are focused heavily on 
customer relations, familiarity, and loyalty. In-
deed, we saw a very positive bounce coming 
out of lockdown one, so we are trying to focus 
on the concept of the internet in the main, 
allowing us to reach new customers who we 
will then look to build long term relationships 
with so that, well as shopping online, they will 
also visit us in-store. 

You‘ve always been convinced that brick-and-
mortar retail is a future-proof business model. 
Has corona changed anything about your 
opinion?  

Simon: We at Nice’n’ Naughty like to focus 
on the positives and believe that when all the 
restrictions finally pass, there will be a high 
percentage of people who want to get out and 
interact, possibly even more than they were 
doing pre lockdown one. 
What we do believe though, is that what you 
offer now has to be even better, and in all 
aspects of retail, there are some underperfor-
ming, stuck-in-the-past stores that will have to 
change to survive. 
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What made you decide to seek your 
fortune in the sex toy industry 20 years 
ago? And why did you choose the 
category of electrostimulation?

Andy Smith: I’ve always specialised 
in electronics professionally; my last 
role before starting Cyrex Ltd was 
as an electronics design engineer at 
Ferraris Medical. I was involved in the 
design and development of an array of 
medical devices and was also involved 
in the collection of feedback from end 
users. Finding out that some people 
were getting pleasure from using our 
therapeutic e-stim devices gave me the 
inspiration to target the adult industry 
and create ElectraStim. 

What does the 20th anniversary mean to 
you personally? 

Andy: Twenty years is a long time and 
I’m incredibly proud of the way that the 
ElectraStim brand has evolved and the 
team at Cyrex has developed over the 
years. Our ‘mission statement’ to create 
high quality, interesting and innovative 
e-stim products has always stayed the 
same but we’ve grown in confidence 
over the years, so I feel like we’re really 
starting to hit our potential.  We came 
into this industry not knowing what 
it would be like or how we would be 
received.  20 years on and a good few 
air-miles under the belt, I can honestly 
say that I am proud to be a part of the 

Andy Smith, founder and owner of 
ElectraStim, has every reason to be proud 
when looking back at the past 20 years and 
the way his brand has grown and flourished 
throughout that time. He and his team 
have played a big role in making electronic 
stimulation accessible and appealing to a 
lot of people. In our EAN interview, Andy 
talks about the past two decades, having a 
big company anniversary in the midst of a 
pandemic, and his hopes for the future.

I would say a lot of our strength lies in the holistic 
approach we take to the brand and our products
Elect raS t im  tu r ns  20

Andy Smith, 
owner and founder 
of ElectraStim
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industry we are in and cherish the many 
relationships and friendships we have forged 
along the way.

20 years is indeed a long time - what did the 
electrostimulation category look like when you 
started your business? How has it evolved 
and where does it stand today? 

Andy: At the time, the companies already in 
existence were very specialised and catered 
almost totally for the hardcore and fetish side 
of the market. Of course, whilst I acknowledge 
that e-stim is in a fetish category, I always 
felt there was room to introduce a brand and 
products that catered for this group but also 
considered the slightly more vanilla consumer 
in order to allow the more curious minded an 
accessible offering.
Our first stimulator back in 2001 had six 
intensity levels and three patterns and proved 
to be so popular that we soon upgraded the 
specification. Looking back now, it was 
an extremely basic stimulator that used 
an off-the shelf plastic enclosure that we 
drilled the holes in and was powered by a 
nine-volt block battery similar to the ones in 
household smoke alarms.
In the last 20 years several large manufactu-
rers have entered the electro-sex category, 

but it’s testament to how much interest there 
is in this niche that none of the specialist 
e-stim manufacturers, like ourselves, have 
dropped off. There’s still plenty more to 
explore in the category!

How did the market react to your first 
products back then? Were you welcomed 
with open arms or did you have to do a lot of 
convincing? 

Andy: Before ElectraStim, I had little to no 
experience in the world of adult retail and 
it was probably the hardest part for me to 
conquer. Coming purely from an engineering 
background with no form of sales or 
marketing experience it was difficult for me 
to talk openly about cock rings, butt plugs, 
dildos, etc. Fortunately, folks in our industry 
are generally very laid back and helpful so my 
confidence soon grew. People saw the value 

of what we were creating at ElectraStim 
and have continued to support us 
ever since.

Any company that can compete 
in a market for 20 years has to 
have certain strengths. What are 
ElectraStim’s strenghts? 
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Andy: I would say a lot of our strength lies in 
the holistic approach we take to the brand and 
our products. We like to handle as much as 
possible ourselves in-house and certainly the 
design phase for our products is kept at HQ. 
By designing, creating and marketing a product 
ourselves with a fairly small team we have 
the advantage of being involved every step 
of the way. We strive for consistency across 
the board, whether that’s the quality of the 
products or the way we speak to the customer; 
I think this approach has really helped us 
achieve that.

While many other companies outsource certain 
elements, ElectraStim has always stayed true 
to its in-house approach to product design, 
manufacturing, etc. What do you think are the 
benefits of this? 

Andy: As I’ve said earlier, keeping the product 
design in-house gives us a unique perspective 
over the process of development. It allows us 
to be hyper-focused on detail and to address 
any changes immediately rather than having to 
wait for an outside design agency or partner. 
With electro-sex there are also some technical 

aspects to the design that need to be taken 
into account (placement of the electrodes for 
example) that can be hard to conceptualise 
unless you’re experienced in how these 
toys work. There have been times where 
we’ve sketched amazing, interesting looking 
accessories but then realised that they simply 
won’t work from an electro-perspective. There’s 
not much we can’t figure out in one way or 
another, but that process would become much, 
much harder if we were trying to relay it to a 
third party. 

What landmarks or 
milestones in your company’s 
20-year history have been 
particularly important to you? 

Andy: There are so many 
things I could list but 
attending our first trade 
shows was a proud moment. 
To be recognised by the 
industry and welcomed 
with open arms was a huge 
achievement. Our Flick 
stimulators arriving in our 
second decade marked the 
launch of one of the first 
rechargeable stimulators on 

the market and also allowed 
us to gain our first patent for the Flick Motion 
Control Feature. The Silicone Noir range 
also launched around the same time and 
the 7 accessories have gone on to become 
incredibly popular with all levels of user. By the 
Summer of 2015 we’d outgrown our original 
HQ in Stansted Abbotts and moved to where 
we are now in Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire. At 
first, we didn’t know what to do with all the 
space but we’ve certainly filled it up now as 
we’ve continued to grow! From there, the 
launches of AXIS and then Flux in 2019 have 
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marked a massive evolution for us in the way 
we approach product design. We went right 
back to the drawing board to create the first 
updatable multi-mode stimulators on the 
market and have included top of the line input 
sensors for a variety of play scenarios. The 
full potential of AXIS in particular hasn’t even 
been unleashed yet- we’re very excited for the 
major (and top secret!) updates that are due in 
the future. Of course, I have to mention 
the awards and accolades 
we’ve received over 
the years from 
the industry; 
every single one 
of those marks 
a huge success 
for us as a team 
and we couldn’t 
be prouder that our 
hard work is being 
celebrated. 

Your anniversary falls in 
the middle of the corona 
crisis. How have you 
experienced this period? 
What did it do to our 
market? How did it change 
the electrostimulation 
category? 

Andy: We certainly didn’t 
expect to be celebrating our 
twentieth year during a global 
pandemic, but our main priority from day one 
of the restrictions in the UK was to ensure our 
staff were safe and healthy so that we could 
continue to service our customers. There was 
probably a period of about a month where we 
got to grips with all the health and hygiene 
guidelines before we were back up to full speed 
again. Although there have been unavoidable 

delays with couriers, generally speaking the 
last 12 months has been positive for us from 
a business perspective. People having more 
time at home has definitely allowed them to 
experiment a little more and if we can provide 
some sort of pleasure in these weird times 
then I’m happy! I think the adult industry online 
has had a very positive year but of course my 
heart goes out to bricks and mortar retailers 
who have had to suffer with the lockdowns in 
a much more direct way. There are a lot of high 
street retailers who have taken the opportunity 
to really beef up their online presence which is 
fantastic. As ever we’ll support our stockists in 
any way we can. 

How will you celebrate your anniversary? 
Are there any special promotions for your 
customers? 

Andy: Alongside two brand new products 
that will be released later this year, we also 
have a range of promotions available for our 
existing customers to help us celebrate 20 
years of ElectraStim. We’ll be in touch in the 
coming weeks and months with much more 
information. As with anything we do, we like 
to tailor this to suit everyone involved, so 
for more information please contact jack@
electrastim.com and make sure you’re on 
our customer database. 

Looking ahead, what growth opportunities do 
you see for electrostimulation?

Andy: The general direction that sex toy 
technology is heading is very exciting. We have 
just recently had a patent granted for some of 
the contactless technology that is incorporated 
in our premium stimulator, Axis, and we are 
constantly working on making our products 
stand out from the crowd through innovative, 
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in-house, product design. Having premium 
e-stim controllers that are now firmware 
updatable allows us to roll out new features 
and improve existing ones for months and 
years to come. We even have our own branded 
update app to simplify the process. We are 
currently working on a very exciting and major 
update for Axis that will take e-stim couples 
play to a new level.

What do you wish for the next 20 years? 

Andy: The next 20 years will see me into my 
seventies so will need to start handing over 
the reins during this period as despite the fact 
that I love my job I also have too many hobbies 
that have always taken second place. My other 
half would probably argue that I am always out 
biking, fishing or playing golf but it’s just never 
often enough for me. I have got a great team 
and trust them implicitly so hopefully it won’t be 
too difficult for me to let go, although I have a 
feeling it will be!
It’s a bit cliché and I wouldn’t consider myself 
as a tree-hugger but with respect to the bigger 
picture I hope that we can find ways to avoid 
the masses of plastic waste generated by food 

packaging and take better care of the planet 
and its inhabitants. I am worried about what the 
planet will look like in 50 or 100 years-time and 
how those new generations will feel about the 
world that we have passed on. 

Can you think of a movie that best represents 
the ElectraStim spirit and explain why?

Andy: I guess the movie would have to be 
Crank: High Voltage.  By no means a new film 
but at least the name is vaguely relevant.  The 
lead part is played by Jason Statham who 
my other half thinks I look like which is good 
enough for me any day of the week!
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High quality at fair prices – that is one of the big selling points of SCALA’s new 
lingerie line, Daring Intimates. But it is just one of many characteristics that will 
make this collection irresistible to the target audience, as the SCALA team ex-
plains in our EAN interview. 

Daring Intimates is lingerie  
for the 21st-century woman
SC AL A  e xp a n d  to  th e i r  r a n g e  o f  l i n g e r i e  p roduc ts

Daring Intimates - that’s the name of 
SCALA’s new lingerie line. What does 
Daring Intimates stand for? What are the 
unique selling points of the line?

SCALA Team: Daring Intimates is for ev-
eryone who celebrates their body. Daring 
encourages confidence and wants wom-
en of different shapes, weight, heights, 
cultures, and races to proudly show what 
they have. All the lingerie of Daring is 
made of high-quality materials but offered 
at an accessible price point. This makes 
sexy lingerie available for everyone. Now, 
everybody can go from everyday basics 
to more provocative lingerie. Sexy panties 
and provocative crotchless panties and 
luxurious panties at an accessible price 
point, all made of high-quality materials, 
available in S/M and L/XL, with plas-
tic-free packaging.

What target group do you aim for with 
Daring Intimates?

SCALA Team: Our target group with 
Daring is all customers who want to 
sell Lingerie with a great price-quality 
ratio. Daring Intimates is lingerie for the 
21st-century woman. A woman who is all 
about body confidence and wants to let 
the world know it. With Daring, ‘sexy’ is 

not simply a description of one’s ap-
pearance, but a personality trait that you 
radiate and take with you everywhere you 
go. A woman who wears Daring is not 
a princess, she is a queen. She is living 
proof that female empowerment starts 
with yourself, and that you can achieve 
this goal by joining forces with everybody 
who crosses your path. For that reason, 
Daring is for every woman. No matter the 
size, shape or height. This is a high-qual-
ity brand, but it comes in at accessible 
prices and in many different sizes. This is 
how Daring makes sure that every woman 
can feel like the self-confident, decisive, 
sexy boss she is. No matter where she’s 
at or where she’s going. 

SCALA’s lingerie range is as large as it 
is varied. Why did you choose to add 
another line? 

SCALA Team: In our opinion, there was 
room for more. Our goal is to offer some-
thing for everyone. Due to Daring’s great 
price-quality ratio, we hope to add some-
thing of value to our lingerie range. We 
constantly ask our customers about their 
wishes and we try to respond to them. 
In this case, we searched for a lingerie 
brand at an accessible price point, but we 
didn’t want to compromise on quality.
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How does Daring Intimates fit into the existing 
range? Does the new line fill any gaps in your 
assortment? 

SCALA Team: Daring Intimates fits perfect-
ly into our existing range. We listen to our 
customers and we want to give them what 
they ask for. We looked for a collection with a 
perfect price-quality ratio and also a great look 
and feel. And there are even more reasons 
why we have chosen Daring Intimates; due 
to the large increase in online sales, it is a big 
plus that Daring items can be sent to the end 
consumers as mailbox parcel, which will save 
shipping costs and reduce the CO2-footprint. 
Furthermore, Daring’s packaging is plastic-free 
which also makes it environment-friendly.

How has the feedback for Daring Intimates 
been so far? 

SCALA Team: The brand has been received 
very well by our customers so far. Daring will 
be releasing new and more exclusive designs 
for SCALA. For larger clients, we are working 
with Daring to design unique styles that will be 
offered on an exclusive basis. 

So far, the line consists exclusively of panties. 
What can you tell us about these products? 

SCALA Team: For now, the line consists of 
various sexy and crotchless panties. But there 
will be more releases during this year. 

Will it be just panties, or are there plans for 
other products as well? 

SCALA Team: Yes, for sure. As we mentioned 
before, Daring will be releasing new and more ex-
clusive designs for SCALA. For larger clients, we 
are working with Daring to design unique styles, 
which will then be offered on an exclusive basis. 

How do you support retailers? Do you have 
POS materials for Daring Intimates? 

SCALA Team: Clients can request customized 
POS materials, such as customized posters, 
videos, wall plans, stickers, etc. through their 
Account Manager or our sales team. Further-
more, we offer a free styling advice service for 
all SCALA customers. Clients can send a photo 
or video of a part of the store, which they are 
not satisfied with. After receiving the photo or 
video, our store stylist will get to work! For this 
service, we work with an experienced and well-
trained team of stylists. They will give the store 
a new and inspiring look in no-time, with a 
profitable plan and without major investments. 
Contact your Account Manager or our sales 
team and let SCALA help you!
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Darren, you say you have one of the 
largest selections of masturbators 
out there. What makes you so 
confident that you surpass your 

competitors in that regard? 

Darren: I have checked 
my competitors’ 
websites and they 
all have pretty much 
the same as each 
other, e.g Pipedream 
or Fleshlight. We on 
the other hand import 
a selection of over 

60 products, none of 
which appears on their 

website - unless they buy 
direct from us. We offer 
a fulfillment service for all 

our products.

Why did you create such a large as-
sortment? Is it just demand, or are you 
interested in offering your customers the 
greatest possible variety? 

Darren: We started off with just a small 
selection of 10. Then we started getting 
enquiries for more products through our 
website, so over the last year, we have 
increased to over 60. We want to give 
all our customers the best experience 
possible and the greatest variety. We have 
more coming soon!

What are the highlights in your mastur-
bator assortment? Which products or 
brands stand out?

Darren: Our selection starts with the 
most basic handheld to highly technical 
combinations of 10 patterns and 3 force 
speeds that give you a host of options 
so you can enjoy various stimuli and find 
your favourite stimulation mode. The 
thrusting and twisting motion will move 
up and down your cock, stimulating you 
with each stroke, and many products are 
voice activated.

What criteria do you go by when purchas-
ing new products? What requirements do 
masturbators etc. have to meet for you to 
include them in your range? 

Darren: Purchasing products is a rela-
tively simple process, we get a sample/s 

This interview with 
Darren, the head of British 
company Spicy Affair 
(www.spicy-affair.co.uk), 
provides further proof that 
male toys are a growth 
category in the 
erotic market. The 
company’s range 
of masturbators 
started out 
small, but more 
and more 
products have 
been added 
over time to meet 
the increasing 
demand among 
Spicy Affair’s 
customers. 

Month on month, the sales 
for these items are increasing
Sp icy  A f f a i r  o f f e r s  a n  exc ept ion a l l y  l a rg e  se lec t i on  o f  ma s tu rba to r s

Darren, head of 
Spicy Affair, plans to 
further expand the 
company’s range of 
masturbators
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sent over to us, we do tests to make sure they 
work according to description and also have 
people test them for us to find out if the item is 
good enough for selling. Once they reach the re-
quirements, we add them to our product range. 

What trends can you see in this segment right 
now? Are modern technologies flowing into the 
product category of masturbators the same 
way we see it happening with vibrators and 
other sex toys?

Darren: The technology for these items is 
getting better and better and the number of 
functions they can do is excellent. The basic 
ones now have a heating function, and voice 

activation has also been introduced. The results 
are amazing. 

When it comes to expanding your range, could 
you see yourself becoming an exclusive distribu-
tor for brands? 

Darren: Yes, I can. We are currently in the pro-
cess of getting a packaging design sorted out 
with one of our suppliers, and this range will be 
exclusive to us for the UK and Europe.

Are you thinking about entering the market with 
your own products in the masturbator product 
category? 

Darren: Definitely!

In recent years, masturbators – and toys for men 
in general - have been considered the driving 
force of the sex toy market. Is that
still true? And what is your explanation for 
that success? 

Darren: I am not sure about this as we have 
only been in the market for just over a year but 
what I can say is that male toys are definitely 
our most popular range, which is why we have 
extended our range of masturbation cups and 
also silicone masturbators. 

“WE WANT TO GIVE  ALL  OUR CUSTOMERS THE BEST EXPERIENCE POSSIBLE  

AND THE GREATEST VARIETY. ” 
D A R R E N

Spicy Affair has seen sales in the mastur-
bator category increase month by month
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“THE TECHNOLOGY FOR THESE 

ITEMS IS  GETTING BETTER AND 

BETTER AND THE NUMBER OF 

FUNCTIONS THEY CAN DO IS 

EXCELLENT.” 
D A R R E N
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Has the corona crisis increased this demand? 

Darren: This is a little hard to say as we start-
ed the business just before the corona virus 
began, but this is definitely a very popular 
market and month on month, the sales for 
these items are increasing.

You also offer products and brands in the B2C 
sector. Which products are popular among the 
consumers right now? 

Darren: In the men’s section of our website, 
we have found that - along with the masturba-
tion cups and silicone masturbators - bond-
age gear is starting to pick up quite a bit, sim-
ple stuff like whips and cock cages, nothing to 
severe. I presume that in the current climate, 
with everyone staying at home, couples are 
starting to try new things. 

What are the things that consumers care 
about the most when they buy a masturbator? 
The price or the material? The brand? 

Darren: For me, the price doesn’t really 
come into it, the product has to do what it 
says in the description, and the quality has 
to be exceptional.

Spicy Affair intend to make their product range more appealing with 
exclusive distribution agreements, and they might even add their own products
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Tw ice  the  s t im u la t i on  -  L E LO  l aunche s  E N IGMA

Lucija Mlačak, 
Global Brand 
Manager at 
LELO

LELO’s new ENIGMA is a one-
two punch of a product, 

offering both, clitoral and G 
spot stimulation. As Lucija 

Mlačak, LELO’s Global 
Brand Manager, explains 
in our EAN interview, 
ENIGMA was heavily 
influenced by the 

brand’s previous 
top-sellers, SONA 
and SORAYA. Like 
SONA, ENIGMA 
boasts sonic 
wave technology 
to create clitoral 
stimulation; 
and like 
SORAYA, 
it also 
massages 
the G spot.

I guess you can say that ENIGMA 
truly is the quintessential LELO product
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LELO has presented a new product that 
combines sonic waves and vibration 
technology to stimulate the clitoris and the G 
spot at the same time. What inspired you to 
create a 'combo product'? 

Lucija Mlačak: Our customers crave 
innovation and new sensations, and that's 
our biggest mission: to offer pleasure to those 
who seek it. Again and again. Not everyone 
has an active interest in pleasure products, 
and that's fine, but for those who do have an 
interest, we are there for them. The team at 
LELO are the world's authorities in pleasure, 
and we pride ourselves on our willingness to 
continue to learn all the time and keep listening 
to what our customers are saying so that we 
are always able to cater to their needs. Ever 
since our bestselling product SONA came 
out, we have noticed that customers love and 
crave the sensation that our clitoral massagers 
offer them. This was only reinforced when we 
introduced SILA earlier this year. These two 
have taught us that women crave a sensual 

build-up and a sustained pleasure resulting in 
an orgasm that leaves a tingly sensation even 
minutes later. Still, those same consumers at 
times prefer the stronger sensation and direct 
G spot stimulation embodied by yet another 
heavy hitter in our portfolio, SORAYA. So that 
got us thinking. What if we could combine the 
two so that our consumers have a chance 
to experience both at the same time if they 
feel like it? This is how we came up with 
our newest product. ENIGMA embodies the 
best technologies LELO has to offer in one 
single product: a dual-action sonic massager 
designed to titillate the entire clitoris, its visible 
and invisible parts - as well as the G-spot. 

Can you tell us more about the development 
process of the new product? How difficult 
is it to combine the two aforementioned 
technologies in one product? 

Lucija Mlačak: Being an agile brand focused 
on always bringing new things to the table, we 
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can get from the creative spark that someone 
puts up on the whiteboard to a prototype in a 
matter of weeks. It’s a team effort. But it's easy 
to get excited about new ideas and pursue 
them to their extremes. With experience, you 
learn to identify which design has potential and 
which one does not. LELO is a very fast-paced 
environment, with decisions being made all the 
time, and the workflow is carefully controlled 
so that we can see projects moving forward in 
real-time. When it comes to sexual wellness or 
products designed to enhance sexual pleasure, 
technology becomes essential - sometimes 
in unexpected ways. We invest a lot in the 
research and development of our pleasure 
products, which puts us in a unique position 
to understand where technology and sexual 
wellness overlap. That said, ideation, validation, 
prototyping and eventually, mass production 
can take months, even years. Following 
research and analysis regarding customer 

preferences, we move on to the phase of 
technical alignment and testing. The testing 
phase is the most important one, as we need 
to make sure the result is a pleasurable quality 
experience for our prospective customers. 
ENIGMA is a product that was put through 
rigorous testing to ensure that the final product 
was anatomically suitable for all women when it 
went into mass production. 

Vibration technology has been used in sex toys 
forever, but sonic wave technology may still 
be new to some. What advantages does this 
technology offer in terms of stimulation? 

Lucija Mlačak:For years, sex toys for 
women were designed by (mostly) men, 
and it showed. This is especially evident in 
the fact that vibration technology had long 
been the standard in the industry due to the 
fundamental lack of understanding of how 
female pleasure is achieved. A limiting factor 
in vibration stimulation is the fact that it solely 
stimulates the outer parts of organs involved 

“SEXUAL ATTITUDES ARE 

SHIFTING ALL  OVER THE WORLD, 

AND PERSONAL PLEASURE 

IS  BECOMING MORE WIDELY 

DISCUSSED AND ACCEPTED.”
L U C I J A  M L A Č A K

ENIGMA 
offers deep 
clitoral 
stimulation 
as well as 
G spot 
vibration
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in sexual stimulation. LELO has spent years 
researching and developing perfectly refined 
pleasure products that target the entire clitoris, 
and we’ve started using sonic waves in our 
all-time top-selling pleasure products 
SILA and SONA. Instead of using 
conventional vibration, they 
employ sonic waves 
that are 

transmitted 
directly into the clitoris and the complex inner 

structure of the clitoris. Where conventional 
vibrators stimulate only the surface of the 
clitoris, ENIGMA, SILA, and SONA provide 
pleasure to the larger internal parts, too. Bear 
in mind that the clitoris has 8000 nerve endings 
whose sole purpose is sexual pleasure, 
and while the tip of it is externally located 
in the vulva, the rest of it extends about 12 
centimeters into the body. This is where the 
sonic wave technology thrives because it 
stimulates the entire clitoris - even the parts 
you don't see - with an eager, fluttering sonic 
hum, making for a different kind of orgasm 
produced by the gentle deep-tissue massage 
of sonic waves. 

In addition to sonic waves and vibration 
technology, what else does the new product 
have to offer? How much LELO is in the new 
product? How does it reflect your brand 
values? 

Lucija Mlačak: LELO has always stood for 
innovation. Sometimes, this innovation is 
significant and causes seismic shifts, while 
at other times, seemingly smaller innovations 
provide equally big wins.
Sexual attitudes are shifting all over the world, 
and personal pleasure is becoming more 
widely discussed and accepted. With that 
comes the need to cater to every aspect of 
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human sexuality and explore new ideas and 
products. Now, more than ever, we tend to 
see sexuality as a spectrum. It is the idea that 
people’s sexual identities and orientations are 
complex and cannot be easily classified. 
ENIGMA undoubtedly caters to 
a wider segment of users 
with the specific dual 
stimulation, 

featuring clitoral sonic waves on the outside 
and gentle pulsations on the inside. We know 
that people enjoy a variety of stimulations, and 
it is our goal to provide our consumers with 
options so they can explore their bodies 
and desires themselves. I guess you could 
say that ENIGMA truly is the quintessential 
LELO product. 

Which target group was the new product 
made for? 

Lucija Mlačak: For the most part, our 
products resist this sort of segmentation 
as pleasure is something that transcends 
age and gender and sexual preference. 
Segmenting the consumers that way leads 
to a narrow view that can actually cause 
them and us a great disservice. Having said 
that, during the test phase, we came to 
recognise that it is millennials and the Gen-Z 
who somehow respond to this product the 
strongest. And it’s entirely logical if you think 
about it. Millennials are the group that best 
embody our values and serve as a great 
source of inspiration for our brand. And then 
there is Gen Z, a hypercognitive generation 
extensively exploring everything they do, 
collecting and cross-referencing many sources 
of information. Both of these generations are 
responsible for broadening the discourse on 
sexuality and expanding the boundaries of 
how we perceive sexuality today. 

What expectations and requirements does this 
target group have regarding new sex toys? 

Lucija Mlačak: Millennials and Gen Z are 
all about empowerment. The same goes for 
their sex life. They are looking for fun, safety, 
and diversity and are not afraid to explore 
and get as much information as possible 





to enjoy all of this. Conversations about sex 
are standard, along with the use of toys. But, 
unlike generations that came before them 
who were made to fit into existing moulds, 
these generations are redefining the mould 

around their desires. Moreover, they have seen 
conventional sexual roles removed, and sex is 
seen as a personal brand. For us, it is important 
to be there for them every step of the way and 
offer products that are first and foremost safe, 
offer various sensations and experiences, and 
are of the highest quality. Of course, it does not 
hurt that they are aesthetically pleasing as well. 

In your opinion, what are the factors that 
determine if a product thrives or bombs in 
today's marketplace? Design? Functionality? 
Materials? Shape? Technology? Target 
audience & demand? Pricing? 

Lucija Mlačak: Definitely all of the above. 
Products lie at the heart of our business, but 

in many cases, it is the communication that 
determines whether a business succeeds or 
fails. It is as much about what you are offering 
as it is about how it’s communicated to your 
selected target audience. And we at LELO 
pay a lot of attention to this. No product or 
campaign is launched without dedicating 
an enormous amount of attention to every 
little detail. 

How is LELO supporting the launch of the 
new product? Are there POS materials 
for retailers? 

Lucija Mlačak: LELO benefits from a relatively 
young team, all of whom know and live the 
brand all day, every day. This makes it easy to 
shape and guide the brand because internal 
communication comes easy. All the people 
who work on the customer touchpoints, 
like designers, marketers, and writers, 
understand the brand's DNA implicitly. This 
keeps messaging consistent across the brand 
and eliminates the need for extensive brand 
training. That, in turn, translates to a consistent 
experience for the customer, and consistency 
breeds brand recognition and loyalty. We also 
have our heritage to rely on in our marketing. 
LELO practically invented the luxury pleasure 
sector single-handedly, and therefore, we can 
tell sensual stories in a way that no other brand 
can. Of course, as with any other established 
brand, there are guidelines and principles 
within which we operate, and they guide 
marketing and communication strategies. In 
the end, the process is very rapid and holistic. 
In the end, the entire LELO team fosters 
the relationship we have with our retailers, 
and they make sure retailers receive all the 
support needed for their marketing efforts - 
this includes everything from POS materials 
to tailor-made activities for their respective 
markets/channels. 
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Does LELO have some advice for 
retailers so they can achieve the biggest 
possible sales with the new product? 

Lucija Mlačak: As I said earlier, 
alongside having a quality product, they 
must know their target audience. Every 
sales channel is different and governed 
by its specific rules, and their marketing 
efforts should be in line with those 
particular rules. 

What else can the market expect from 
LELO this year? 

Lucija Mlačak: We have started the 
year strong with the launch of our 
newest clitoral massager SILA and 
right now, we are in the throes of 
preparing for another major launch 
- the launch of ENIGMA. But we are 
not stopping there, and summer will 
see even more novelties added to our 
portfolio. LELO is preparing several new 
products, and we're very excited to 
launch them. The prototypes have been 
tested, and we are now in the process of 
mass-production. With these products, 
we'll try to reflect the revolution within 
the landscape of the sex toy industry, 
where products and product marketing 
are not focused on specific features 
and functionalities that help achieve a 
particular goal but take a more holistic 
approach to the story behind it. I cannot 
go into much detail right now, but stay 
tuned, and I promise you will be thrilled 
by what we have to offer. 

What challenges does LELO expect 
to see within the market in the coming 
months, and how will you deal with them? 

Lucija Mlačak: For the time being, 
things in the market continue in the 
same manner as they did in 2020. 
The pandemic is still wreaking havoc 
worldwide, and people are scared, 
anxious, insecure, and out of their 
element. What we at LELO offer them 
is a momentary break from the troubles 
of reality, and we’re proud of that. If 
there is any good that has come from 
these difficult circumstances, it’s the 
opportunity to reconnect with ourselves 
and our partners. Similarly, sex and 
masturbation are giving us respite from 
the anxiety and uncertainty thrown up by 
the pandemic. They represent a reprieve 
from the concerns we have about our 
jobs, our incomes, our economy, and all 
the external factors that might be on our 
minds right now. It remains to be seen 
how the year 2021 will pan out, be we 
will surely adapt and keep offering people 
around the world the same support and 
comfort we did during the entire last year 
- we offer a "place" where concerns that 
are beyond our control cease to matter, if 
only momentarily. As far as new products 
are concerned, the near future will likely 
involve the same technologies present in 
many other industries. Digital and mobile 
technologies drive pleasure technology 
forward, offering couples greater 
connectivity and exciting new ways to 
express their sexualities. We at LELO 
are pioneers and are on the frontline of 
the march towards progress, showing 
the world that pleasure, technology, and 
luxury go hand in hand. 

ENIGMA is ins-
pired by two of 
LELO’s previous 
products, SONA 
and SORAYA
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Portugal was considered a role model in 
dealing with the pandemic at the beginning 
of the corona crisis, but now the situation 
has changed dramatically. Was/is there a 
shutdown? Have you had to close your 
stores?

Pedro Correia: Yes, the country is shut 
down now. Both our bricks and mortar 
shops are closed until the next lockdown 
evaluation. 

Will the Portuguese erotic retail survive 
these hard times, or will there be a market 
shakeout? 

Pedro: This past year gave the erotic 
retail trade the opportunity to reinvent 
itself, going online or making their online 
presence stronger. Adult social networks 
saw an increase in followers, like OnlyFans 
and similar sponsored content. Couples 
in lockdown had to find a new spark in 
their relationship, and of all that helped the 
erotic market stay alive. 

What about government aid? Is your 
government giving affected companies a 
helping hand? 

Pedro: The Portuguese government crea-
ted an aid programme for companies and 
a new set of lay-off rules for the pandemic. 

How long will the stores remain closed? 
And what happens afterwards? Will custo-

For a long time, the rest of Europe looked wistfully at Portugal as the 
country got off comparatively light in the early phases of the corona 
pandemic. But as the number of infections grew, the situation chan-
ged quite drastically, and before long, Portugal went into lockdown. 
Pedro Correia, CEO & Senior Partner of Portuguese company Refixe 
- who also runs two bricks and mortar stores - gives us an update on 
the current situation.

I still have faith in bricks  
and mortar retailing
L ockd own  –  Po r tug a l ’s  b r i c k  a n d  mor ta r  s to res  h a v e  to  c lose  dow n
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mers go back to the retail stores or will they 
inevitably be lost to e-commerce?
 
Pedro: I don‘t have a crystal ball to predict the 
future, and I haven‘t tried since the last time 
the stores were open. I don‘t know when they 
will re-open. We now offer a same-day delivery 
service in Lisbon, so store costumers can still 
get the same time response as they would when 
going to the bricks and mortar store. I believe 
the costumers who used to go to the store will 
go back there again. 

Will bricks and mortar retailing remain a viable 
business model? If so, how can it succeed? 

Pedro: Yes, I still have faith in bricks and mortar 
retailing. When the pandemic is over, people will 
find joy in visiting shops again, that‘s my belief. 
There are several options for bricks and mortar 
stores to stay relevant, like exclusive products or 
experiences (such as tupper sex, for example). 
Let’s reinvent ourselves.

Demand for sex toys has been greater than ever 
during the corona crisis - can you confirm this 
statement? 

Pedro: Well, the corona crisis is still on, so I 
agree. People have time to search and get 
informed about the way sex toys can improve 
their lives, whether they’re part of a couple or 
single. The fact that it‘s not safe these days to 
have dates or one-night stands also helps drive 
demand for sex toys.

Which products are doing particularly well for 
you in these times of shutdown, social distan-
cing, and quarantine?

Pedro: Teledildonics products and clit suckers 
have become must-have toys since the shut-
down started. Everyone has a smartphone, and 
it shortens the social distancing.

Looking at your e-commerce customers,  
where is the increased demand coming from? 
Have your regular customers bought more?  
Or have you been able to get many new  
customers? 

Pedro: We have both scenarios growing. Social 
media has helped new costumers learn about 
the site and products because they want close 
and faster support. Part of our regular custo-
mers have increased the frequency of their 
orders, especially the ones who are working 
from home.

Has the corona pandemic opened up our 
market to new groups of consumers in the long 
term, or will we sooner or later return to normali-
ty in terms of audience and sales figures? 

Pedro: I believe it is a long-term relation that 
has been created here. Once you enter a happy 
and healthy sex life, there‘s no turning back. So, 
I figure what will happen after the pandemic is 
that sales might go down a bit, but the overall 
situation will be better than it was in 2019. Let’s 
hope for the best, across all tiers.
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It’s been a while 
since we’ve checked 
in with LA Pump. How 
has business fared during 
this unpredictable last year?

Chris Kalev: March, April and May 2020 
were rough. A lot of stores closed. Orders 
were being returned due to store closures. 
It was a very scary time. But our B2C 
market exploded in sales. I attribute it to 
people (men primarily) with more time at 
home. I offered drop shipping (and waived 
fees) to any reseller that needed it. I 
noticed all our online resellers had increase 
in sales, definitely. Things have leveled 
out nicely and as soon as stores began 
to open, the orders started pouring in. 
Business has been good and I feel grateful 
and blessed for it. I know a lot of people 
are struggling out there. 

Let’s talk products! What have been some 
of your best sellers during the pandemic 
sales free-for-all?

Add another company 
to the list of pleasure 
businesses that came 
out on top of 2020. As it 
turns out, our first year 
of Covid was almost 
kind to many niche sex 
toy manufacturers and 
retailers. Since 2011, 
Chris Kalev has been the 
multi-tasking face behind 
LA Pump, a top boutique 
company for premium 
penis and body pumps. 
Kalev’s line is kink-level 
quality that would impress 
even the staunchest of 
lifestyle consumers, and 
they don’t just stick to 
tubes for dicks. Kalev 
says one of his best-
selling, clear pumps is 
made exclusively for 
Trans men. Kalev put 
a twist on a traditional 
clitoral pump, re-branding 

it for Trans men to be able to buy a product with the identity-
affirming title of ‘penis pump.’ LA Pump is truly as niche as 
it gets. Kalev doesn’t try to screw around by expanding into 
the copy-cat sector of retail. None of his proprietary pump 
designs feature fancy vibrators or gimmicky add-ons. This 
brand is something of a one-trick pony, but it’s the fastest 
pony on the race course. Kalev, who almost single-handedly 
runs LA Pump, found time to catch up with EAN. Kalev 
debuts all his latest releases and product updates, and says 
the future of penis pumps in retail all come down to an 
all-inclusive approach.

People want an ‘all in one’ option. 
It’s the easiest sale to make in a store
Catch ing  up  w i th  C h r i s  Ka le v  o f  L A  Pum p  as  th e  c ompa ny  re f l ec t s  on  a  suc c ess f u l  yea r

Chris Kalev (LA Pump)
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Chris: The Kits, the kits, and more of the kits. 
People want an ‘all in one’ option. It’s the easiest 
sale to make in a store, as you have everything 
you need to start pumping. For example, our 
Erectile Dysfunction Kit comes with a Thick-
walled, rimless Cylinder; a Deluxe Pump; a 
3-pack of Restriction Rings and a foil packet 
of our favorite water-based lube from System 
JO. Our second best seller has been our FTM 
(Female-to-Male) cylinders. Ever since I made 
them, I cannot keep them in stock! 

Has LA Pump released anything new and 
awesome over the last year or so, or since we 
last chatted for an article?

Chris: You know, it is not easy to expand a line 
in my niche. A penis cylinder is a penis cylinder, 
right? Well, yes and no. We have a very wide 
and eclectic range of cylinders, from our Regular 
Penis Cylinder to our Rosebud Anal Cylinder. 
We pretty much have done it all. With that said, 
I do have a few goodies in the pipeline. We will 
be launching a new Electric Pump with a digital 

gauge on it soon. We did so well with our old 
Electric Pump, but honestly, I really did not like 
that it did not have a gauge. So, we upgrad-
ed. Should be ready to launch sometime 
mid-March 2021. 

What new markets has LA Pump worked toward 
reaching lately? Are there any niches or new 
consumer markets that have been drawn to the 
brand as of late?

Chris: For 2020, I had a strategic goal to ex-
pand our medical market with Urologists, Mens 
Health clinics, etc. But the pandemic put a halt 
to that since most clinics were closed. I also 
have been trying to work on strengthening our 
social media presence. But it’s hard (pun intend-
ed). Penis pumping can be a very touchy subject 
to a lot of men and from what I have learned, a 
lot do not want to hit the ‘like’ button on Face-
book for all their friends and family to see they 
‘liked’ a penis pump company. But social media 
is so important nowadays for brand recognition. 
It’s something that cannot be ignored.  

“YOU KNOW,  IT  IS  NOT EASY TO 

EXPAND A  L INE IN  MY NICHE. 

A  PENIS  CYLINDER IS  A  PENIS 

CYLINDER,  R IGHT? WELL,  YES 

AND NO.” 
C H R I S  K A L E V
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How has LA Pump expanded throughout the 
European market? How can European con-
sumers get a hold of your products?

Chris: We love our European customers! 
Just because we make our cylinder in the 
United States does not mean we only sell in 
the United States.  We only have a handful of 
‘grandfathered’ accounts before we decided 
to let the AMAZING Mister B’s exclusively 
distribute our brand in the EU. I know we and 
our resellers are in good hands with Mister B’s 
and have been honored to be a part of their 
catalog for many, many years! 

How is Team Pump setting goals and smash-
ing challenges in 2021? What are your busi-
ness plans for the coming year?

Chris: This year is about expanding the 
product line and new product offerings, as 
mentioned earlier; strengthening our current 
business relationships, and finding new ways 
to promote and market the brand in stores. 
We are constantly trying to find new and 
creative ways to display our products and 
educate customers in store. 

What parting words would you like to leave 
for your industry colleagues to conclude your 
interview?

Chris: I miss you. I miss seeing you at ANME. 
I hope you and your loved ones have braved 
this horrible pandemic as best as you can. I 
hope we can again come together IN PER-
SON soon enough and continue to strength-
en our business and personal relationships 
together. As you know, this wonderful industry 
is very closely knit and I love and miss that 
about the trade shows the most. Yes, we 
are all in this to make some money. But I feel 
strongly that we are very lucky to do it in our 
own unique (sexual wellness) kind of way. 
Remember to be kind to one another and re-
member to live life to the fullest. You are never 
promised tomorrow. If and when I see you at a 
show, you owe me a BIG HUG! 

“SOCIAL  MEDIA  IS  SO IMPORTANT 

NOWADAYS FOR BRAND RECOGNITION.  IT ’S 

SOMETHING THAT CANNOT BE  IGNORED.” 
C H R I S  K A L E V
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The corona crisis has led to restrictions 
in many European countries, but Finland 
has been spared so far. How have you 
experienced the pandemic in recent 
months?

Tapio Ruppa: Summer was busier than 
ever when people only traveled domestically 
and thus spent money on local businesses. 
The pandemic figures were almost zero 
back then. In the fall, infection numbers 
began to rise slowly, Christmas sales were 
also good. On the whole, the past year was 
one of the best ever for us.

Why hasn’t Finland been affected by 
the virus as much as other European 
countries?

Tapio: I would believe that being a large 
country with a small population compared 
to other European countries, has kept 
the disease under control. We don’t have 
big cities where millions of people live. 
Apparently, the government took the right 
kinds of anti-virus measures, which also 
helped.

In countries where there have been 
lockdowns, social distancing, and 
quarantines, demand for sex toys has 
increased tremendously. Can you report a 
similar spike in sales?

Tapio: Without a doubt, demand has 
grown. When you are at home more, you 

have more time for yourself, and you start 
to have more interest in sex.

Has corona changed anything about your 
customers‘ shopping habits? Are any 
products in high demand since we started 
dealing with the pandemic?

Tapio: When social interactions 
decreased, people started looking for 
more means of masturbation, that much 
was clearly noticeable. Couples are also 
looking for extra stimulation; role play and 
bdsm and bondage products have sold 
very well, for example.

Due to the lockdowns, many brick-and-
mortar stores across Europe had to close 
their doors, while e-commerce benefited 
greatly. In Finland, the brick-and-mortar 
stores remained open... Did you still 
experience an e-commerce rush?

Tapio: I didn’t see a big change the 
way many other companies did. The 
share of e-commerce has gone up, and 
more sales were made because of it, 
but a big store with 40,000 products 
on display also attracts customers and 
it makes people happy to come to the 
store and shop whenever it is possible 
for them.

Did or do you have to implement certain 
hygiene concepts in your store?

For a long time, Finland 
was spared the worst of 
the coronavirus, but now, 
the number of infections is 
going up in this northern-
European country as well. 
What does this mean for 
the local retail trade? 
Is the Finnish erotic 
market facing the same 
challenges and restrictions 
that have weighed down 
the international market 
since the beginning of 
the pandemic? Tapio 
Ruppa, who runs a bricks 
and mortar store and an 
e-commerce site, shares 
his view on the situation.

On the whole, the past year  
was one of the best ever for us
Tap io  R up p a  on  th e  c o ron a  s i tua t ion  i n  F in l a n d
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“WHEN YOU ARE AT  HOME MORE,  YOU HAVE MORE TIME FOR YOURSELF,  AND YOU START 

TO HAVE MORE INTEREST IN  SEX . ”
TA P I O  R U P PA

Tapio: Many things have been done. Hand 
hygiene, disinfection of contact surfaces, 
maintaining safety distances - those have been 
the most important tasks from the beginning. 
In the spring and summer, some customers 
began wearing masks occasionally.  In the fall, 
when the situation started to get worse again, 
all employees started wearing masks from 
morning to night at work. From November, we 
required every customer who enters the store 
to wear a mask.

And how is the situation in your home country 
today - at the beginning of March? It is said that 
the infection numbers are going up in Finland.…

Tapio: Finland is catching up to the rest of 
Europe in terms of infections. In January-
February, the situation worsened dramatically 
in Finland. Now in March, as of this writing, it 
can be said the situation is bad. The British 
mutation of the virus has now also reached 

Finland, and it is spreading fast. Partial 
lockdown took effect in March, but we did 
not have to close all shops, only cafes and 
restaurants. The restaurant closures took effect 
on March 9, and they won’t be lifted for three 
weeks. There are no other major restrictions 
going on right now. Future measures will 
depend on the number of new infections when 
this partial lockdown ends.

What would it mean for your business if there 
were a lockdown and you had to close your 
store? Could you get by on the sales from your 
online shop?

Tapio: Sure, closing the store would be a bad 
thing financially, but if there is no other way to 
fight the COVID virus and lower the number of 
infections, I would be happy to do so. Online 
sales would increase in case of a lockdown, so 
it would compensate for store closure. So, I will 
not lose any sleep over this possibility.
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Today’s LGBTQIA+ brands are 
bringing gay kink out of the 
closet and into popular retail 
shops and social media feeds. 
Boneyard Toys, a Los Angeles-
based brand under the Channel 
1 Releasing umbrella, has their 
sights set on crashing through 
the closet doors of European 
retail. The brand calls itself ‘the 
authority on men’s sex toys,’ and 
the title is absolutely deserved. 
Since 2015, the Boneyard brand 
has quickly become the authority 
on comfortable, premium cock 
rings, proprietary lube and douche 
dispenser designs, and gay-centric 
products for penis and butt play. 
Kristin Moore, a pleasure sales 
expert with a long industry tenure, 
was semi-recently tapped to lead 
the company’s charge into 2021. 
Boneyard’s success in the US 
grew exponentially even in the 
midst of Covid. Moore has high 
hopes for the potential of a new 
gay kink brand, especially when 
partnered with Boneyard’s newly-
appointed distributor, SHOTS 
Europe.  Moore and her team at 
Boneyard say they’ve never been 
more enthusiastic about what t
hey do. Moore gives EAN a 
first look into the exceptionally 
functional, new toys that European 
retailers can pitch to keep gay 
consumers coming back for 
quality and quantity.

There is no reason we can’t be just as 
successful in Europe as we are here in the US
Boneya rd  Toy s  p r e p s  to  conq ue r  E u r op e  w i th  sa les  rep  K r i s t i n  Moore  i n  th e  l ea d

Boneyard Toys‘ Brand 
Ambassador Kristin Moore
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The Boneyard brand is just beginning to build a 
consistent industry presence. How is your team 
building up your product lines to exceed gay 
consumers’ needs?

Kristin Moore: Boneyard was first introduced 
to the industry when we created the Skwert 
5-piece enema kit, and recently we have 
focused on expanding that line of accessories. 
The Skwert Lube Injector is one of our more 
creatively simple products that is newer to 
the market, as well as the new Skwert Aroma 
Toppers, which turns popper bottles into a one-
handed flip top cap. Sales have been through 
the roof for that one 
in particular.

Considering Boneyard’s unique niche in the 
gay market, how has your consumer base 
responded during this last Covid year? Has 
anything surprised your team in regard to 
sales stats?

Kristin: So much has surprised us during this 
Covid period in our lives! Like so many in this 
industry, thankfully, we have been incredibly 
busy. So much so, that they hired me in the 
middle of a pandemic! I have enjoyed watching 
the different types of intimacy phases that 
people seem to be going through during the 
pandemic. It’s like, consumers will go a month 
and be on a romance kick, and we sell a lot of 
rings, lubricants, and DVDs (date night in kind 
of stuff), and then the next month it completely 
turns around and people seem to be a bit 
bolder, and the paddles and [urethral] sounds 
are in our top three! 

What new product features are you most 
excited to debut this year?

Kristin: Our Skwert Lube Injector is one of my 
favorite products that we offer. I looked at this 
and thought, ‘How 
has this never a thing before?’ Most lube 
injectors are syringe-type shooters, which are 
great for jello shots, but for lube application, 
not so much. Often you pull too much out, 
and you can’t put it back in the bottle, 
because bacteria is a thing. Also, they can 
easily leak and spill on your sheets, and aren’t 
usually designed for tight spaces. Our injector 
comes in a kit with two different sized caps, 
one for the 8oz and one for the 2.8 oz, and 
you just screw the cap onto your lube bottle. 
The top is a tapered, 4.5 inch ABS, body-safe 
shooter that you can use in so many different 
ways. It is perfect for anal play, fisting, vaginal 
dryness for comfort, and you can control how 
much you use because each pump gives you 
a quarter sized amount of lube. No waste! 

You’ve just recently come onboard with 
Boneyard Toys thanks to your industry veteran 
status. Tell us about your new position and 
how you’ll be serving customers in this new 
role with the company.

Kristin: I am so excited to be a part of the 
Boneyard Family! It’s been almost a year and it 
feels like we are still in that honeymoon period. 
I was brought in to cover a few different areas 
within the company. First and foremost, I am 
the Sales Rep for the majority of our retail, 
distribution, and party planning partners. I 
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provide staff trainings and sales support 
as a brand ambassador, sex educator, 
and event planner. Basically, my roles 
adjust to the customer’s needs. 
Recently, I have been creating lots of 
content promoting the brand and toys, 
which at first, I was really nervous about. 
Zoom is one thing, but a recording 
camera is a whole other, but I find I really 
enjoy it! We have also been planning the 
launch of a few new products for next 
year, and the boys have made me a part 
of each step of this process, so I am 
learning as well. 

What really stands out to you about 
the entire Boneyard product line? What 
qualities do you enjoy emphasizing to 
your customers or retail trainees?

Kristin: The quality of the products. 
The products that we have created are 
designed for safety and pleasure, not 
just aesthetic. A couple years back the 
company went through a transition, 
we scaled back and focused on quality 
over quantity of SKUs. The Boneyard 
team takes it’s time with each release. 
They focus on materials, pleasure and 
functionality, and then after the release, 

they are always looking for ways to 
improve on the products. The materials 
used for our Ultimate Silicone C-Rings are 
just so soft and squishy with that velvet 
finish. I am constantly playing with them! 
And I really like how the company brands 
their products with the little skull. 
Masculine focused products can be 
fun and pretty too! 

How has Boneyard contributed to  
the LGBTQIA+ community as well the  
gay consumer market? How does  
your brand plan on continuing their 
outreach to gay consumers,  
sex-perts, influencers, etc? 

Kristin: Being a LGBTQIA+ owned and 
operated brand, the Boneyard team 
has invested in its own community. We 
are a part of the Channel 1 umbrella 
which has been a part of the industry 
and community since 1999! In the 
past, Channel 1 has been involved 
with fundraising for numerous AIDS 
organizations during the AIDS crisis. We 
also sponsor many LGBTQIA+ sports 
teams and things like that.
Presently, we are partnering with Buck 
Angel, helping him create a new line 

“BEING A  LGBTQIA+ OWNED AND OPERATED BRAND,  THE 

BONEYARD TEAM HAS INVESTED IN  ITS  OWN COMMUNITY. ” 
K R I S T I N  M O O R E
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of products and accessories for the trans 
community. I can’t really go into detail on the 
line, but we are super excited about it! Last 
year we also reopened the Circus of Books 
store, which has and still serves the WeHo 
[West Hollywood, California] LGBTQIA+ 
community in so many ways. Check out the 
documentary Circus of Books. The original 
owner’s daughter, Rachel Mason, directed 
it. It’s on Netflix, so if you have a chance to 
watch it, it is a really fascinating look at how 
the retail industry operated in the late 70’s 
and 80’s under a conservative administration. 
It was nominated for an Emmy Award. We are 
all hoping for an Oscar, too. 
Wouldn’t that be a hoot? Gay porn takes 
over Hollywood. I can imagine lots of people 
uncomfortably cringing in the audience.

What are your team’s plans to conquer 2021? 
Is there anything you’d like to share with your 
friends, clients and colleagues in the industry? 

Kristin: Actually, we just partnered with SHOTS 
to distribute our full line throughout mainland 
Europe and more. That is one place that we 
haven’t had huge success yet, so I’m going 
to be spending a lot of time focusing on that 
account and pushing the brand there. There 
is no reason we can’t be just as successful in 
Europe as we are here in the US. 
We are also focusing on our customers and 
manufacturers with lots of different resources. 
Their success in conquering 2021 is our 
success. As soon as we can, we will be back 
on the road with other brand reps for training 
tours, Zoom staff trainings, and lots of hosting 
and sponsoring online events and happy hours 
with our retailers. And you can’t forget about 
the products! We are already planning for NEXT 
year’s new releases!

This interview is 
contributed by 
Colleen Godin, EAN 
U.S. Correspondent

“WE HAVE CREATED A  SPACE 

THAT OFFERS A  NEW DIGITAL 

ADVERTIS ING HOME FOR ADULT 

BRANDS SUCH AS SEX TOY 

BRANDS AND SEXUAL WELLNESS 

CREATORS.” 
K R I S T I N  M O O R E
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As our interview with Chris Poole, 
CEO of PlayWivMe, and Ard van den 
Brandhof, head of purchasing at 
SHOTS, demonstrates, both parties 
are extremely confident that their new 
distribution agreement is going to be 
a big success, and not just in an indi-
vidual market, not just in a region, but 
on a global scale - after all, SHOTS 
now holds the worldwide distribution 
rights to the PlayWivMe products.

This is simply GENIUS! We 
need to get this out there!
SH OTS  b r ings  us  th e  Cum Fa c e  g a me  a n d  o th e r  p roduc ts  f rom P la yWiv Me

The founders of 
PlayWivMe: Chris 
Poole (CEO) and 
Stephen Broughton 
(Creative Director) 

Chris, how does it feel to know that 
SHOTS is presenting your products to the 
global market? 

Chris Poole: It’s fantastic, they are the 
perfect partner and together, we expect to 
be a global success. 

What does this step mean for your 
company in terms of your future activities? 

Chris: It means we can focus on bringing 
new games and novelties to the market 
and leave all the distribution to the experts.

How long did you search for a suitable 
distribution partner and what criteria 
mattered most to you? 

Chris: We didn’t search very long, maybe 
a couple of weeks and due the success 
of the Cum Face game, it proved to the 
interested distributors that our products 
can do extremely well. We wanted a 
partner that would represent our entire 
range, not just the game that went viral, as 
the other games are very good and new 
to market as well. SHOTS believes in the 
entire range.

How were your products received by 
distributors and wholesalers? Was there 
any skepticism, since these are products 
that are not necessarily typical for the 
erotic market? 
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Ard van den Brandhof, head 
of purchasing at SHOTS

Chris: No, I think generally we had a great 
response from everyone. The sex industry 
needs some funny games and doesn’t have to 
be so serious all the time. Although some of 
our games are really good ice breakers, and 
they are fun for all. 

What was it about SHOTS that impressed you 
so much that you immediately agreed to an 
exclusive distribution agreement that applies 
worldwide?  

Chris: These guys are one of the biggest 
in Europe but not only that; they have also 
a huge USA set up. We just clicked straight 
away, joking and having fun but also 
working together and coming up with a 
great business plan. 

How would you describe your cooperation 
with SHOTS from the first meeting until now?

Chris: Honestly, it’s like we have been friends 
for years, but I think maybe from the first email 
to now has been less than two months. We 
are going to bring some very unique games 
to the market and one or two will sell huge 
numbers. 

What are your expectations regarding 
this collaboration? 

Chris: We want to build the brand together 
and as I said, a couple of the games have 
huge potential to generate big sales numbers.
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Available from 
SHOTS: the 
Cum Face game 

Why did you choose the strategy of 
cooperating with a single distributor? What is 
the advantage of this strategy? 

Chris: This kind of just happened and they 
were the first company, very enthusiastic, 
loved the products and so it was easy for me.

Will we hear or see more from you in the 
coming months? 

Chris: We have many new ideas, and I’d like 
to think we will have at least another four new 
products to launch. 

What did you think when you first heard or 
read about PlayWivMe’s product Cum Face?

Ard van den Brandhof: This is simply 
GENIUS! We need to get this out there!

Now, SHOTS has secured the worldwide 
distribution rights to this product and other 
items from the PlayWivMe company. How did 
this come about?
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Ard: Yes, we are ecstatic about this. 
Immediately, there was a great connection 
between the two companies. PlayWivMe 
was looking for a worldwide distributor 
and partner and SHOTS has a great 
worldwide network. So, it was basically 
1 + 1 = 3.

What makes you so sure that these very 
unusual products will be well received by your 
customers - or put differently, what makes 
you sure that the products will be a global 
success?

Ard: Did you see the viral video of the 
Cum Face game? That is the answer! 
PlayWivMe makes products with a great 
creative mindset, and we are convinced 
that there will always be a demand for 
these types of products.

The product category of gadgets/novelties/
games has been part of adult retail in the past 
but seems to have lost some of its lustre in 
recent years. What potential does this product 
category have today? 

“THE SEX INDUSTRY NEEDS SOME 

FUNNY GAMES AND DOESN’T 

HAVE TO BE  SO SERIOUS ALL  THE 

TIME.” 
C H R I S  P O O L E 
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The Cum Face fame 
has become an 
internet phenomenon

Ard: Too many uninspiring products were 
brought to the market at once, so people 
lost interest. This range needs a freshening 
up and we are going to do that together with 
PlayWivMe! Mark my words!

What criteria are imperative for SHOTS when 
looking for products in this category?

Ard: It’s not just about the product. It is 
about partnership and creating products and 
ideas together and strongly marketing them 
worldwide. Those three categories have to 
match up.

The exclusive distribution agreement 
encompasses all markets worldwide. How 
will SHOTS serve markets outside Europe 
and the USA?

Ard: We already market our products 
worldwide, so the network is an existing 

one. We have great partners worldwide, and 
that group is growing steadily. We distribute 
troughout Asia, Europe, and America. You can 
find us worldwide!

Which markets are you focusing on with the 
products? Will we only see them in the erotic 
market or also beyond?

Ard: These products appeal to a wider 
audience, and we will certainly sell this to 
a broader market. Our existing and regular 
customers were the first to be informed and 
got first option on these products. We have a 
great customer network worldwide, of which 
we are very proud, and we want to take good 
care of them.

“PLAYWIVEME MAKES PRODUCTS 

WITH A  GREAT CREATIVE  MINDSET 

AND WE ARE CONVINCED THAT 

THERE WILL  ALWAYS BE A 

DEMAND FOR THESE TYPES OF 

PRODUCTS.” 
A R D  VA N  D E N  B R A N D H O F 
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How long has überlube been on the 
market? What inspired the creators of 
the brand to set foot in a market that has 
no shortage of different lubricants? 

Amy Baldwin: Überlube hit the market in 
2010 and was created by Chicago native 
Stephen Magnusen. While there were 
already plenty of options on the market, 
he saw a need for a lubricant that both 
performed well and felt luxurious on the 
skin. He also wanted to create a product 
that enhances intimacy without getting 
in the way of the skin-on-skin touch. 
Stephen believes the experience is 
about pleasure and sensation, and not 
the lubricant itself. Überlube makes 
things feel more enjoyable without any 
added hassle. 

What can überlube do that other 
lubricants can‘t? What are the unique 
selling points of this product? 

Lubricant brand überlube has been 
around for more than ten years at this 
point, and there is still only just one 
überlube product. A unique approach 
that we talk about in our EAN interview 
with Amy Baldwin, who is a certified 
sex toy educator and US brand am-
bassador for überlube. On top of that, 
we also talk about changing trends in 
the lubricant segment and the brand’s 
plans to strengthen their presence in 
the European market.

überlube gives you 
control over the product
An in te r v i e w  w i th  Amy  B a ldw in ,  übe r lube ‘ s  US  b ra n d  a mba ssa do r

Amy Baldwin is a certified sex educator 
and the US brand ambassador for überlube



Amy: Überlube gives 
you control over the 
product. It’s designed 
to be there when you 
want it, and then it 
blends into the skin when 
you are ready to move on. 
Überlube also has a bit of 
vitamin e, which helps leave a 
velvety and moisturized feel. This 
is also one of the many reasons 
why überlube has over 3000 doctors 
referring their patients to überlube. 
Not only does it perform well and feel 
incredible on the skin, but it may also 
help those experiencing dryness. Doctors 
also love überlube as it’s less likely to throw 
off pH than a lot of other lubes. One more 
unique selling point is packaging. A clear bottle 
with a measured pump gives überlube a classy 
look and a consistent amount when applied.

You obviously present überlube as a lube for 
sex and pleasure, but also as a an aid for 
athletes and even as a styling solution for hair. 
Which properties make your lube so versatile?

Amy: Our particular formula of high-grade 
silicone which lightly coats the skin while being 
water-resistant as well - so it can withstand a 
fair amount of friction and moisture. Athletes 
love it to prevent chafing, and it also works 
well between thighs or other body parts on 
hot, sweaty days. You can even find überlube 
in some hair salons as silicone also coats the 
hair follicles, decreasing frizz while adding 
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shine. Some other 
uses we’ve heard 
fans rave about: 
It’s also great for 
massage, as a 
skin conditioner, 
a tattoo color 
enhancer, makeup 
remover, makeup 
primer, and more. 

überlube - is the brand name both a blessing 
and a curse? A blessing because it is 
memorable, arouses interest, and sounds 
catchy, and a curse because it raises the 
highest expectations? 

Amy: My personal opinion is the name is a 
blessing – not only because it’s memorable 
and perfectly describes the product – but 
also because it truly lives up to the name. The 

return rate once people try überlube is quite 
remarkable, with a common remark being ‚I 
didn’t know lube could be this good‘. In fact, 
as a Sex Educator I was a huge fan of überlube 
years before joining the team, and I am the 
one who propositioned them for the position 
because I was already such a huge fan of 
their product. 

While many brands rely on a wide range of 
different gels, überlube remains true to its one-
product policy. Why? 

Amy: Überlube is passionate about making 
high-quality luxury products that not only 
perform well, but are also body-friendly. I 
believe it is important for lubricant and adult 
novelty manufacturers to sell products that 
promote both sexual pleasure and well-
being, and überlube’s product does just that. 
Überlube is becoming a well-known product 
at a global scale, and we’ve been putting our 
energy into growing one top-selling product 
as opposed to mass-producing a bunch of 

“ I  BELIEVE IT  IS  IMPORTANT FOR 

LUBRICANT AND ADULT NOVELTY 

MANUFACTURERS TO SELL  PRODUCTS THAT 

PROMOTE BOTH SEXUAL PLEASURE AND 

WELL-BEING,  AND ÜBERLUBE’S  PRODUCT 

DOES JUST  THAT. ” 
A M Y  B A L D W I N
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extra SKU’s. Part of this growth is the on-going 
support and education we put in to medical 
professionals, retailers, and consumers.  

Is it completely out of the question that there 
will be other products in the future? They say 
that variety is the spice of life... 

Amy: There is talk about producing a 100% 
silicone toy-compatible product, so stay tuned, 
and know that when it’s released it will likely be 
up to überlube’s top-notch standards. 

How do you assess the current situation in the 
market for lubricants? Where is it heading? 
What are the current trends? 

Amy: We have close, direct relationships with 
a lot of our retailers. We currently do not work 
with distributors in the US, so our team is ‚in 
the field‘ -  well, virtually these days - listening 

to each and every piece of feedback we get 
from customers. Our customers teach 

us about what is happening in 
their retail stores, what the 

demand is, and so 

on. In Europe we have now partnered with 
the wonderful people at Gisele International to 
offer the same close communications in the 
European market. 
We are also seeing an overlap between sex-
positivity, sex-education, and the adult novelty 
industry, and therefore we believe much of the 
industry is slowly moving away from low-quality 
products that do not take sexual health and 
wellness into account. A lot of companies such 
as überlube are teaming up with sex educators 
to support the growth of their brand, and this 
will only help to better serve the wellbeing of 
the consumer. 

Where do you see growth opportunities for the 
lube product category - in the traditional erotic 
market or in the mainstream market? 

Amy: I think a lot of the growth is about 
education. It’s one thing to manufacture a 
product and throw it out into the market 
hoping people can figure out how to use it 
safely and pleasurably, but when combined 
with information that is backed by medical 
professionals, sex therapists and educators, 
there is a big opportunity for a better erotic 
experience for the user with less trial and error 

and more fun, pleasure and play. And who 
doesn’t want that? 
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To strengthen your presence in Europe, you 
rely on the help of Gisele International. What do 
you expect from this cooperation? 

Amy: We are grateful for this partnership with 
Gisele International. We have known the team 
for a number of years now, and we feel aligned 
in our ethics and our mission. We are confident 
they will effortlessly represent our brand with 
passion and integrity, and through that comes 
brand awareness, expansion, and growth. 

Which distributors carry your product 
in Europe? 

Amy: Our main distributor is Eropartner, and 
we also work with Bioconcept Baltics.

What criteria are important to you when 
choosing distributors? 

Amy: We look for a close relationship 
that protects and promotes the brand 
and helps maintain its value throughout 
the sales channels.

What support can retailers count on from 
you and your distributors in terms of 
POS materials?

Amy: With Gisele International’s assistance we 
now offer some very sophisticated POS assets 
in the form of photos, copy, banners, etc., and 
we offer those online to all retailers on a global 
basis. We have marketing materials available 
in multiple languages, and we also provide kits 
with product samples, testers, and shelf signs 
for stores.

“ÜBERLUBE IS  PASSIONATE ABOUT 

MAKING HIGH-QUALITY  LUXURY 

PRODUCTS THAT NOT ONLY  

PERFORM WELL,  BUT ARE ALSO 

BODY-FRIENDLY.”
A M Y  B A L D W I N
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There is a lot of  
demand for data and 
resources pertaining 
to sexual wellness, 
sex toys, and related 
topics. Sarah  
Tomchesson and  
her team set out to 
meet that demand, 
using their extensive 
experience in the sex 
toy industry to the 
benefit of their  
clients. The philo- 
sophy and the  
services of this new 
consultancy firm  
are the topic of our  
interview with Sarah 
Tomchesson, founder 
and CEO of Damiana 
Consulting.

At the heart of our work is an interest in increasing access 
to pleasure and wellness information and resources
An in te rv i ew  w i th  Sa r ah  Tom che s s on ,  found e r  a n d  CEO  o f  D a mia n a  Con su l t i n g

Sarah Tomchesson, 
founder and CEO of 
Damiana Consulting
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What has led to the creation of Damiana Con-
sulting? What motivated you to start a consult-
ing company for the sexual wellness market?

Sarah Tomchesson: I’ve worked in the 
pleasure products industry since 2007. In my 
experience, it is a challenge when running a 
sexual wellness business to find experienced 
consultants that understand the nuances of the 
pleasure industry. I wanted to create a con-
sultancy that addresses the unique needs of 
our industry, how to find the creative solutions 
to marketing sexual wellness products and 
services and could also offer an informed, and 
transparent approach to project management.
 

Your portfolio of services is very diverse. For 
those of our readers who aren’t familiar with 
your company yet, could you explain what kind 
of services you offer? 
 
Sarah: Damiana’s team has many decades 
of experience in all facets of running a sexual 
wellness business, which requires a diverse 
set of skills. This comes into play with our 
project management services and our goal 
is to increase our clients’ capacity by offering 
an experienced, supportive and transparent 
approach with any project that we oversee. It 
has been an incredible opportunity to translate 
our years of retail operations, event production, 
and sex education experience to Damiana’s 
clients. As the world shut down at the start of 
the pandemic, Damiana continued to be able 
to provide full-service video production services 
and quickly pivoted our event series online.  We 
have spent the last year, honing our digital 

event and video production services, which is a 
niche we quite enjoy.
 

What philosophy do you follow with your 
services? What do potential clients get when 
they work with you? ? What problem does the 
company solve for the client?

Sarah: At the heart of our work is an interest 
in increasing access to pleasure and wellness 
information and resources. The widespread 
acceptance of digital activations and online 
events over the past year, combined with the 
increasing awareness and acceptance of our 
industry is an extraordinary opportunity to 
expand our market. Damiana has the tools to 
support clients looking to reach and engage, a 
broader customer base online. Damiana clients 
receive the unique combination of pleasure 
industry experience as well as full-service video 
and digital event production tools and services 
in a rapidly changing digital landscape.

Who exactly are these services catering 
to?  Who can benefit from your expertise?

 Sarah: We are specifically targeting plea-
sure-driven small businesses. Our goal is to 
increase the capacity and streamline workflow 
for small teams by offering executive-level ex-
perience that is scalable to each client’s needs.
   

Your company was responsible for the realisa-
tion of the WOW Tech Academy. What can you 
tell us about this project?
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Sarah: WOW Tech Academy was a perfect 
fit for our team not only because it was an 
educational initiative, which we are incredibly 
well-versed in, but also because of the need for 
a high level of project management experience 
to execute.  We developed and produced 30 
training videos, including the scripting, casting, 
styling and production of the videos, as well 
as the development of supplementary printed 
training materials that could be easily imple-
mented in stores to enhance understanding of 
pleasure principles the unique ways that WOW 

Tech’s products and brands enhance pleasure.  
We also aimed to represent diverse educators 
from across the field, which was an important 
element to both Damiana and to WOW Tech.  It 
was an excellent pairing because of the unique 
shared missions of our organization and the 
WOW Tech brands.
 

In the and months, several companies have 
been created in our market that are dedicated 
to marketing, branding, consulting, etc. What 
is your explanation for this? Is our market 
becoming more and more complex? Are the 
challenges growing? 

Sarah: I think that the digital landscape is 
changing very rapidly, awareness and interest  
in sexual wellness is increasing and the visibility 
of pleasure products, sex education, and plea-
sure as part of our overall wellness is gaining 

popularity, which requires new and creative 
ways to do business.  Engaging consultants 
is an excellent way to expand your team’s ca-
pacity and also find creative solutions and new 
approaches to doing business that your team 
might not have the expertise to execute.
  

You are the CEO of Daniana Consulting and 
you have been active in the sex toy market for 
many years. Can you tell us about your profes-
sional background?  

Sarah: I’ve spent much of my career in 
management and executive-level leadership 
with legendary retailers, Pleasure Chest and 
Babeland.  I have 15 years of leading small 
business operations as well as developing, 
programming and producing wellness and 
lifestyle events.  My experience as an educator 
- developing and presenting pleasure-based 
sex education - has kept me connected to the 
power of pleasure as a healing tool.  As part of 
Damiana, we have an online learning platform 
Pleasure Practices (pleasurepractices.com), I 
am the co-founder of the SEX+Summit and we 
recently launched an online community SEX-
+Community (s3xplus.com) that is a private, 
digital space where members can explore the 
intersections of sexuality, spirituality and heal-
ing, and I proudly sit on the Board of Directors 
of SIECUS - Sex Ed for Social Change, the 
leading organization in the US driving pro-
gressive sex education policy.  At the end of 

“DAMIANA HAS THE TOOLS TO SUPPORT CLIENTS LOOKING TO REACH AND 

ENGAGE,  A  BROADER CUSTOMER BASE ONLINE.”
S A R A H  TO M C H E S S O N
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CHARISMATICELITEGODDES COLLECTION

The Dream Toys Charismatic range, the Elite range 
and the Goddess Collection all have a new member! 
The three new toys are vibrating eggs with a 
wireless remote control, offering 7 vibration rhythms 
and 3 speeds. Waterproof of course, and 
rechargeable. Great additions to the popular 
Dream Toys labels, providing an even broader 
range of possibilities for your customers.

NEW
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the day, sex education is what drives me and 
continues to connect me to the people whose 
lives Damiana’s clients are trying to improve.

Who else belongs to the Damiana Consulting 
team besides you? And what expertise do your 
colleagues bring to the company? 

Sarah: I have 2 team members with similar 
pleasure industry experience.  One with a 
specialty in pleasure products buying, and 
creative asset development and another with 
strong financial reporting, and database/ana-
lytics skills, and we work closely with a small 
handful of subcontractors to be able to offer a 
full-service of video and digital event production 
as well as branding services, such as graphics, 
copywriting, etc.

What are your goals with Damiana Consulting? 

Sarah: The goal of Damiana is to offer ser-
vices tailored to pleasure and wellness brands 
that are scalable to meet the needs of small 
businesses in order to expand the messag-
ing of sex-positive businesses, improve the 
quality and accuracy of pleasure and wellness 
resources, and diversify representation in the 
pleasure and wellness space.

What does the future of our market look like 
and which trends will shape it in the next years? 

Sarah: The past 12 months year have made it 
clear that we must be prepared  to meet our cus-
tomers in virtual spaces.  The ways that we have 
all come to expect digital engagement over the 
last year will have a lasting impact long after the 
pandemic is over. It is going to be essential that 
businesses find creative and adaptable means 
for engaging customers and potential custom-
ers online.  This is particularly challenging with 
the vague and every-increasing restrictions that 
apply to our industry online and will require that 
companies continue to find new ways to create 
their own platforms and digital spaces.

THE PAST 12 MONTHS YEAR 

HAVE MADE IT  CLEAR THAT 

WE MUST BE  PREPARED  TO 

MEET OUR CUSTOMERS IN 

V IRTUAL SPACES.”
S A R A H  TO M C H E S S O N
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It was a big step, not just 

for Hot Octopuss but for the 

entire sex toy industry, when 

the British brand got to run 

an advert for one of their 

products in ‚The Guardian.‘ 

Never before in the long 

history of the prestigious 

newspaper had there been 

a sex toy ad, and as Julia 

Margo, the co-founder 

and COO of Hot Octopuss, 

explains in our EAN 

interview, this precedent 

is emblematic of a major 

sea change. The public 

perception and attitudes 

regarding sex toys, they are 

a-changin’.

We are slowly winning the battle
For  the  f i r s t  t im e  e ve r,  the r e  w i l l  be  a  s e x  toy  a d  i n  B r i t i sh  n ew spa pe r  ‚Th e  G ua rd i a n ‘

Julia Margo, co-founder 
and COO of Hot Octopuss 
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How proud were you when you 

saw your ad in the renowned daily 

newspaper ‚The Guardian‘?

 
Julia Margo: We didn’t know 
for sure that the advert would 
actually run until the very last 
moment – there had been 
quite a lot of debate with the 
Guardian editors – so it was 
such a proud moment to see it in print and 
online. Obviously, we were very aware of what 
this means for all of us in the industry: if a 
newspaper like the Guardian will now allow sex 
toy adverts, this changes things considerably 
for other media platforms. It shows how much 
attitudes have changed, just in the last year, 
towards sex toys.

 
What does this step mean for you as a brand 

and what does it mean for our market?

 
Julia: It’s a big win. Mainstream media 
(especially print) has been slow to move with 
public opinion on the promotion of sex toys 
(even when tied in with sexual health). For 
Hot Octopuss, it means we can now reach a 
new audience who may not be aware of our 
products. For the industry it means we are 
slowly winning the battle. 

 
When did you first get the idea to advertise in a 

daily newspaper?

 
Julia: Our manifesto promise is ‘pleasure for 
everybody’ so it’s been baked into our psyche 

to get our message 
out in the mainstream press for 
some time. The Guardian ad happened really 
fast. Our media team is constantly reaching out 
to publishers to find opportunities and we got 
a late call saying there was an option to do a 
1-page ad (but only if we could turn around the 
creative in 24-hours).

 
How much convincing was necessary to get the 

responsible people at the newspaper to allow 

advertising for sex toys?

 
Julia: An agreement in principle came fairly 
fast, but there was lots of back and forth on 
the content. We had to completely change the 
premise from an advertorial to a creative ad at 
the eleventh hour, so it was quite a stressful 
24-hours.

 
Can you tell us something about how your ad is 

structured and why you decided on this design?

 
Julia: We didn’t want to make the ad too racy 
as we are calling out to an audience that may 

For the first time in 
the history of British 
newspaper 'The Gu-
ardian‘ has there been 
an ad for sex toys
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not have considered buying sex toys before 
(or certainly weren’t used to seeing them in 
the Guardian). We went with a design that 
deliberately positioned our product in a matter-
of-fact way to make purchasing sex toys seem 
as normal as buying an iPhone.

 
Did the newspaper give you any guidelines for 

the design of the ad?

 
Julia: We were told to stay away from certain 
words like ‘penis’ in title text and to avoid 
describing sex acts and the pleasure derived 
from them. Imagery had to be fairly vanilla and 
not depict how the unit would be used.

 
What effect are you hoping for? Which target 

group do you want to reach with your ad?

 
Julia: As a business, we strive to make sex 
toys and sexual wellness a topic that can be 
discussed openly. Making a statement like 

advertising in the Guardian goes some way to 
saying, ‘it’s ok to talk about it’. The Guardian’s 
audience is fairly equally split by gender and the 
biggest reader group is 25-44 (the age group 
we sell most to online) so we knew we’d be 
getting the right eyes on the ad We’ve seen 
great reaction on social from the story and a 
market uplift in UK visitors to our site since it 
was published. 

“ IF  A  NEWSPAPER L IKE  THE GUARDIAN 

WILL  NOW ALLOW SEX TOY ADVERTS,  THIS 

CHANGES THINGS CONSIDERABLY FOR 

OTHER MEDIA  PLATFORMS.  IT  SHOWS HOW 

MUCH ATTITUDES HAVE CHANGED,  JUST  IN 

THE LAST YEAR,  TOWARDS SEX TOYS.”
J U L I A  M A R G O
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The ad ended up being 
quite different from the 
advertorial Hot Octopuss‘ 
had originally devised
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CBD allows clients to play longer, experience 
more pleasure and access the senses more intensely
Jet  Se t t i ng  J a s m ine  and  Tay lo r  Sp a r ks  e xp lo re  th e  CB D  expe r i en c e  f o r  so lo  a n d  c oup led  c on sumers

As CBD products make their way into the regular 
rotation of pleasure retail, many of us are learning 
that these edible, spreadable liquids aren’t always 
an easy sell for skeptical consumers. This complex, 
medicinal cannabis extract requires a fair amount 
of education and sales skills to successfully explain 
how it works. Often you understand what it does – 

which is reduce anxiety and increase relaxation 
and focus when taken orally, and relax the 
muscles while increasing pleasurable blood 
flow when applied topically - CBD can still be 
a mystery if you’re unsure of how it fits into a 
sex toy up-sell.  Truth is, CBD products are 
the perfect up-sell to just about every sex 
toy (or BDSM kit, or massage oil, or piece 
of lingerie. You get the picture). Retailers 
in-the-know are promoting CBD as the 
latest miracle worker for singles and 
couples who want to douse pain and 
stress while reaching for the stars of 
sensation.We asked two of CBD’s 
biggest proponents – Taylor Sparks, 
CEO of OrganicLoven.com, and Jet 
Setting Jasmine, a sex therapist, fetish 

performer and Organic Loven brand 
ambassador – to let us in on their selling 

secrets. As these ladies reiterate, you’ve got to know 
CBD to sell CBD (even if you’re not a fan yourself), 
but once you do, you’ll be glad you’ve made it’s 
acquaintance. Sparks and Jasmine spill the – uh – 
(cannabis) seeds on connecting your clients, staff 
and consumers with the enticingly sexy science 
of sensual CBD lubricants, tinctures and oils, and 
bath and body products.

Taylor Sparks, sex 
educator and retailer, 
OrganicLoven.com
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How can couples incorporate CBD sex 
products into their playtime together? What 
does it add to the experience?

Taylor Sparks, sex educator and retailer, 
OrganicLoven.com: One of the first ways is 
to use it as part of a sensual massage. There 
is nothing better than a pre-sex massage 
ritual. CBD within a natural massage oil can 
not only alleviate pain, anxiety and stress from 
the day, but also boost your overall mood and 
stimulate the senses. Once relaxed the games 
can begin! Reach for a CBD-infused lubricant 
to use as part of your foreplay. Massaging 
it into the genital areas of your partner will 
certainly up the intimacy of each person. Most 
CBD-infused lubricants are designed with 
women in mind, but men will thoroughly enjoy 
the benefits of an intimate massage.

Jet Setting Jasmine, licensed therapist 
at Blue Pearl Therapy and adult fetish 
performer at Royal Fetish Films: I’ve 
been working with Nightly Round developer, 
Registered Nurse Sharonda Ferguson, to learn 
more about how CBD works physiologically. 
We’ve learned that sex organs are covered in 
endocannabinoid receptors and while CBD 
alone does not stimulate these receptors, 
it has been known to promote natural 
lubrication, increase blood flow, and increase 
sensitivity. CBD also boosts anandamide, 
which is our bliss neurotransmitter. It has 
been great watching couples explore with the 
different types of forms of CBD, like massage 
oils and lubricants. Kirphton Fray, COO of 
HennePX, shares that the act of applying 
a CBD oil or lubricant is a foreplay activity 

Jet Setting Jasmine, licensed 
therapist at Blue Pearl Therapy 
and adult fetish performer at 
Royal Fetish Films
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in itself and then the benefits of the actual 
CBD is a bonus to the experience. My clients 
have also enjoyed CBD infused tinctures and 
edible goodies for a relaxed mood to engage 

in intimate experiences with their partners. 
Fray adds that all of these benefits can easily 
enhance a couple’s sexual experience. To 
incorporate CBD into their playtime together, 
couples can use oral CBD drops to decrease 
inhibitions and increase relaxation.

How can CBD be useful for solo exploration or 
with sex toys?

Sparks: There have been many, many studies, 
articles and talks about the physical and 
mental pleasures of ‘feeling myself’ both 
with and without sex toys. The inclusion of 
CBD within arousal oils or intimate 
lubricants is designed to relax the 
nervous system and stimulate blood 
flow to the genitals, thereby giving 
a woman a more intense orgasm 
and increase sensations.

Jasmine: We have been really excited to 
encourage clients to use self-play, not only 
for personal pleasure, but to develop a road 
map for partner play. Then we can really relax 

and take the time to determine what brings 
us pleasure, what tool hits the spot and what 
sensations we respond to favorably. Since 
CBD boosts anandamide, which is our bliss 
neurotransmitter, and it can enhance the solo 
experience tremendously. Nightly Rounds has 
been popular with women clientele, as not 
only does it increase lubrication, but when 
taken orally, it can also decrease anxiety and 
increase relaxation. This allows clients to play 
longer, experience more pleasure and access 
the senses more intensely.

Can CBD help those experiencing pain or 
discomfort during sex? What about folks 
recovering from past sexual trauma? 

Sparks: CBD and CBD infused lubricants help 
alleviate pain and dryness by directly effecting 
the endocannabinoid system. Sexual trauma, 

“CBD WITHIN A  NATURAL MASSAGE OIL  CAN NOT ONLY ALLEVIATE 

PAIN ,  ANXIETY  AND STRESS FROM THE DAY,  BUT ALSO BOOST YOUR 

OVERALL MOOD AND STIMULATE THE SENSES.” 
TAY LO R  S PA R K S 
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that most often happens to women, can make 
their bodies negatively respond to sexual 
advances from their partners. By using CBD it 
reduces both anxiety and depression that the 
person could still be experiencing and assists 
them with focusing on their own pleasure and 
their partner.

Jasmine: As a licensed clinical mental 
health therapist, I work with many survivors 
of sexual trauma that are seeking relief from 
sexual anxiety and mood shifts related to 
sexual/intimate experiences. The body’s 
endocannabinoid system is responsible 
for regulating and balancing many different 
processes in the body including memory.I 
have worked closely with Fray and Ferguson 
to help educate clients on how including 
CBD in their mental health care regiment can 
decrease anxiety and increase the feelings 
of comfort and safety. I work with clients to 
help manage the challenging, trauma-related 
symptoms with talk therapy and with the 
addition of CBD, clients have been able to 
create new safe associations with sex and 
intimacy. I want to be clear that CBD alone 
should not be used to treat trauma; all mental 
health supplements should be combined with 

professional therapy/counseling. Also, if you 
have already been prescribed medication for 
your mental health, talk with your medical 
doctor before stopping or changing your 
medication regiment. I was thrilled to learn 
from both Fray and Ferguson that there are 
potent anti-inflammatory properties in CBD. 
This makes for an effective, adjunct 
treatment for pain. As a matter of fact, topical, 
whole-plant CBD balm can help women 
experiencing painful sexual intercourse due to 
vaginal dryness or irritation. Even though CBD 
doesn’t stimulate cannabinoid receptors, its 
effect on other receptors in the genitals can 
lead to an increase in lubrication and pleasure.
For those interested in incorporating CBD 
to support their overall mental and physical 
wellness, consulting with a physician 
regarding risk factors and contraindications 
is always recommended. 

How does your proprietary CBD lube 
work, and what ingredients are in it? Do you 
have any special recommendations for play?

Sparks: We at OrganicLoven.com have 
curated a number of CBD infused intimate 

“TO INCORPORATE CBD INTO THEIR  PLAYTIME TOGETHER,  COUPLES 

CAN USE ORAL CBD DROPS TO DECREASE INHIBITIONS AND 

INCREASE RELAXATION.”
J E T  S E T T I N G  J A S M I N E 
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body products. One of our most popular 
lubricants is the Privy Peach intimate oil. It 
has a very simple formula of full spectrum 
CBD infused coconut oil and nothing else, so 
it is great for even the most sensitive woman. 
Another popular and highly recommended 
arousal lubricant is Awaken by Foria. 
A great ‘pre-lube’ that brings blood to the 
genitals increasing the intensity of your 
orgasms as well as lubricating the vaginal 
canal. It is also helpful, as with all CBD infused 
lubes to help with alleviating pain in the vaginal 
region. I consider the Awaken a great lube for 
‘after care’, as in after you’ve had an intense 
love session. This is great to apply right before 

falling off to sleep. This also have a high blend 
of 9 plant based aphrodisiac ingredients 
including cacao and kava!

Jasmine: At this time, I am working with 
Nightly Rounds to develop a CBD infused lube 
that has the right potency to deliver all the 
sexual and health benefits described above. 
The topical stimulant will definitely incorporate 
CBD hemp extract and hemp seed oil. We are 
committed to keeping the ingredient list down 
and the positive results up! My first suggestion 
for play is to start with a massage, even a 
good, self hand, foot or temple massage will 
work. Allow the CBD properties to penetrate 
the skin and the sensation of intimate touch 
to begin to relax you and your play partner. 
One of my other favorite activities, since CBD 
is safe to ingest, is to place the product on 
the lips and apply it your partner’s genital and 
erogenous zones. The combination of the 
CBD properties and the super sexy application 
will definitely yield a pleasure play session 
like no other! 

This interview is 
contributed by 
Colleen Godin, 
EAN U.S. 
Correspondent
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The most important question first: What 
makes you so confident that you will be 
able to host ThaiFest 2021 in Turkey at 
the end of May and that there will not 
be a cancellation?

Marina Pavlova & Tatiana Lukicheva: 
We have been following the situation 
with coronavirus in the world very clo-
sely and see that it is not unambiguous 
in all countries. But official statistics 
in our country show that the situation 
is improving, the number of cases is 
decreasing, and restrictions are being 
removed. As for air travel to Turkey and 
the possibility of tourists from Russia 
and other countries visiting this country, 
there are no serious restrictions the-

re either. The main thing is to have a 
negative Covid19 PCR test, passed no 
earlier than 72 hours before departure.
All this makes us optimistic and con-
fident that we will be able to host the 
event in May this year.

Isn’t May too early for an event that 
thrives on people coming together and 
talking face to face?

Marina & Tatiana: By May, the situation 
will definitely have improved. We are 
optimists! But seriously, every day we 
communicate or come face to face  
with even more people, especially in 
Moscow in public transportation, in 

We have a date for this 
year’s ThaiFest, and it’s 
sooner than you think: The 
event is scheduled to take 
place in Antalya, Turkey, 
from May 25 to 30. It is still 
hard to make predictions 
about what the corona 
situation will look like 
then, but the organisers of 
ThaiFest are very opti-
mistic that the event will 
take place. EAN obviously 
had some questions, and 
Marina Pavlova and Tatia-
na Lukicheva provide the 
answers in our interview.

By May, the situation will definitely  
have improved. We are optimists!
Mar ina  Pav lova  and  Ta t i ana  L uk i che va  t a lk  Th a iFes t  2021 

The organisers of 
ThaiFest: Tatiana 
Lukicheva, Senior 
Marketing Specialist 
of Astkol-Alfa Ltd., 
and Marina Pavlova, 
Marketing Director of 
Astkol-Alfa Ltd. 
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shops, and in other establishments. Of  
course, no one denies the presence of the 
virus, and no one diminishes its danger, 
therefore, during the event, all necessary 
precautions will be followed, personal  
protective equipment (masks and gloves) 
and hand sanitizers will be used, and when 
possible, social distance will be maintained. 
The main thing is that we feel and see the 
demand that exists in the market for such 
events, as they help with the development  
of our clients‘ business.

Do you expect to have to comply with certain 
safety and hygiene regulations? If so, won’t 
they harm the character of the event, i.e. the 
close personal exchange? 

Marina & Tatiana: As mentioned above, all 
the precautions and hygiene measures will 
be taken during ThaiFest. At the same time, 
some adjustments in terms of communication 
between people are inevitable, but generally 
speaking, they will not disrupt the traditional 
course of the festival very much.

What can you tell us about the programme 
for ThaiFest 2021? What can visitors expect? 

Marina & Tatiana: As in previous years, we 
will definitely have Welcome and Farewell 
Dinners with a very interesting entertainment 
programme. In addition to trainings, there will 
be general conferences - one of them will be 
held in the pool where, under the warm rays 
of the afternoon sun, all participants will be 

able to discuss all the important issues and 
problems of the industry that have accumula-
ted over the past year. We will definitely have 
a small volleyball tournament and Beer-Pong 
tournament. On the last night of the event, 
we will say goodbye to the hotel at a disco 
party, and on the day of departure, we will 
arrange an excursion around Antalya and the 
surrounding area, complete with a boat trip, 
swimming in the open sea, and lunch on  
the ship.

We already reported on the location last year, 
but to refreshen our memory: What speaks 
for Antalya? 

Marina & Tatiana: Why not Antalya? The 
location meets our obligatory requirements 
for a ThaiFest site: There must be good hotel 
infrastructure with reasonable prices, sea, 
sun, and the ability to swim in the sea for as 
many months of the year as possible!

Are there still open slots for brands and  
manufacturers to become sponsors for  
ThaiFest 2021? 

Marina & Tatiana: Yes, of course. As of the be-
ginning of March, we have confirmations from 
12 brands. VIP Partners: Svakom, Satisfyer, 
Swiss Navy, Evolved. Partners: Pipedream, Dja-
ga-Djaga, Bathmate, Mystim, Mai Cosmetics 
Attraction, Plaisir Secret, Shunga Erotic Art, 
YESforLOV. And we are awaiting replies from 
ORION, Exsens, Viotec, and Kokos. Travel is 
still very limited or very costly. 
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Will ThaiFest 2021 have to do without brand 
ambassadors from all over the world who 
would otherwise come to your event in  
person? 

Marina & Tatiana: Surprisingly, almost all 
the brands will send their representatives to 
ThaiFest. Actually, everything is quite positive. 
Those brands that, for whatever reason, will 
not be able to participate in person, can be 
sure that the trainings will be conducted by 
representatives from our team. If you have 
ever seen how our guys conduct trainings, if 
you have seen how passionately and profes-
sionally they talk about products, then you 
know that the brand will be presented vividly 
and fully enough. Yes, the idea of ThaiFest is 
first and foremost about direct communica-
tion between brands and Russian retailers, 
and this will always continue to be the basis 
of the festival. But in unusual situations, like 
for example last year, it is necessary to adapt 
and make compromises.

Have you thought about choosing a different 
format for ThaiFest 2021? Would a digital 
event have been an option, for example?

Marina & Tatiana: There are digital events 
as well. So far, these are various webinars for 
our clients and salespeople, resellers, etc. 
There are plans to have larger online mee-
tings as well. But it is very difficult to replace 
live communication. And we need to slowly 
win back your right to live communication 
and break free from the tenacious claws of 
the coronavirus.

Have traditional trade fairs lost significance 
because the corona period showed that mar-
ket participants can also do their business 
and communicate with each other digitally 
without any problems? 

Marina & Tatiana: In our opinion, this type 
of exhibition that we are used to will not lose 
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its importance for a long time. Humans are 
sensual and tactile creatures. It‘s great when 
you are shown a toy or other product on a 
monitor, but you can only feel the texture 
of the material and evaluate other qualities 
when you pick up the toy in your hands or 
apply lubricant to the skin.

Traditionally, we always use interviews about 
ThaiFest to find out how the erotic market 
is doing in Russia. What did corona do to 
your market? In many European countries, 
lockdowns, social distancing, quarantines, 
etc. have led to a huge demand for sex toys, 
especially on the internet. Was that also the 
case in Russia?

Marina & Tatiana: Yes, in this regard, Russia 
is no exception. During the pandemic and the 
lockdown, online commerce has grown signi-
ficantly, and the 18+ sector was even added 
to some marketplaces where you couldn’t 

sell our types of products before. We are se-
eing growth in our sector on the internet and 
a decline in offline sales. It is more and more 
difficult for offline stores to attract consumers 
as it is becoming more difficult to compete 
with online pricing. Online dumping is another 
huge problem that we, as a distributor, are 
trying to fight, but it is very difficult due to 
strict antimonopoly laws.
What we know 100% is this: If a brand works 
with a responsible distributor or a family of 
distributors and resists the temptation of 
supplying goods to retail chains directly, then 
the wholesale link can ensure that there will 
be no price dumping in retail. This is what 
we urge all brands to do - stick with your 
distribution chain! It takes years to gain a 
reputation, but you can lose everything in one 
moment by chasing volumes.
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What is it like to work side by side with 
one of the pioneers of our industry every 
day? 

Nichole Grossman: It’s really incredible 
to work for a company like CalExotics 
and its founder, Susan Colvin. Susan 
helped revolutionise this industry in so 
many ways, and we are all here today 
because of her. 
Working closely with Susan is something 
that has helped shape my career. She 
constantly strives for better, which makes 
you work harder and also strive for more. 
She is a driving force within the company, 
coming to the office every single day. 
The commitment and dedication she 
puts forth is really inspiring. It’s amazing 
to be a part of a company with so much 
history, and I hope to help continue that 
legacy for many years to come. 

What was your childhood ambition? 

Nichole Grossman: When I was 
younger, I always wanted to be a teacher. 
I still think that maybe one day I may try 
my hand at teaching, maybe as a side 
job! 

How did you get into the industry? 

Nichole Grossman: In 2011, I was 
looking for a marketing position. I was 

searching around several job sites and 
came across an ad on craigslist. The 
job was titled Marketing and Sales 
Assistant, and the requirements were 
perfect for me. Plus, it was local to 
my house. Huge bonus points there! 
However, the listing did not have a 
company name which seemed a bit 
odd to me. I decided to apply for the 
job anyway and thought to myself,  
‚what’s the worst that could happen.‘ 
A few days later I received an email 
from Al Bloom, the Marketing Director 
at the time, with an email address at 
CalExotics. My first reaction was ‚What 
the hell is this!‘ I immediately took 
to Google and did some research. I 
found out the company was owned 
by a woman, Susan Colvin. I learned 
all about Susan’s history and what an 
amazing woman she is. To be honest, 
I was still a little sceptical as I had 
never even dreamed of working in this 
industry. My fiancé, and now husband, 
encouraged me to take the interview. 
He said ‚if you hate it, or feel weird just 
walk out. You never know.‘ So I took his 
advice and went on the interview. As I’m 
heading to the interview, I tell my fiancé, 
‚If you don’t hear from me in an hour 
come find me!‘ Needless to say, he did 
not have to come find me. I met with Al 
Bloom, Jackie White and Susan Colvin 
that day. The funniest part was when 
Jackie took me to the showroom. We 
walked into this giant room of vibrators, 

How many people can claim 
to be working side by side 
with a true pioneer of our 
industry on a daily basis? Well, 
Nichole Grossman can, after 
all, the head of marketing 
at CalExotics is constantly 
working with Susan Colvin 
to improve the future of sex 
toys. Apart from her job, 
we also talk about a host of 
other things in this edition of 
Monthly Mayhem, so strap 
in and prepare to hear about 
country music, Will Ferrell 
(preferably dressed), Jurassic 
Park movies, and a gigantic – 
if imaginary – party island.
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Nichole Grossman
Ques t ions  &  Answers
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dildos and other sex toys and she said ‚what 
do you think?‘ I looked around, turning bright 
red I’m sure, and said ‚it’s great!‘ And now, 
here we are ten years later. I am glad I took 
the interview!

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you 
be doing now? 

Nichole Grossman: If I wasn’t in this industry, 
I’d love to be an event planner. I love planning 
parties, making decorations and crafts, and 
getting everything organized for the big event. 
This would be my dream job.  

What was the biggest step in your career? 

Nichole Grossman: In 2018 I was promoted 
to Director of Marketing at CalExotics. At that 
time, I had worked for the company for 7 years 
and held various positions within the Marketing 
Department. Having the opportunity to finally 
lead the Marketing Department was a huge 
honour, and the biggest step in my career so 
far. It’s been challenging at times, but also 
extremely rewarding. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time? 

Nichole Grossman: I am always striving 
to reach the next level, so in 10 years, I see 
myself in a more senior level position within the 
company. The sky is the limit! 

How do you envision the future of the love 
toy industry? 

Nichole Grossman: I envision high-quality 
brands, like CalExotics, leading the  
industry. I see consumers becoming more 
educated about sexual health and wellness. 
I also see consumers demanding superior 
products as they learn more about their  
bodies and the effect sex and pleasure has 
on their lives. We’re starting to see that shift 
now, but I see it continuing to grow and 
eventually becoming the driving force in 
the industry.

What is your idea of a perfect working day? 

Nichole Grossman: A perfect workday 
would be a day where my team is happy and 
exceeding their goals, and where I get to cross 
off everything on my to-do list. Oh, and add in 
some pizza for lunch! 

How do you relax after work? 

Nichole Grossman: Most days after work 
are spent with my husband and my daughter. 
We’re always busy doing one activity or 
another. To really relax, I like to watch a good 
tv show or take a nice hot shower. 

Who would you consider your role model 
and why? 
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Nichole Grossman: I work for Susan 
Colvin, what more do I need to say! She is 
an incredible woman and has shaped this 
industry in more ways than anyone else. I get 
to work very closely with her and find myself 
in awe sometimes. We did an elaborate 
video shoot at our offices in 2017. We were 
interviewing Susan about her past and history 
within the industry. I’ve heard these stories a 
million times and have written about them just 
as much. But sitting there, listening to her tell 
her story I found myself engrossed in it. I think 
this tells you something about her and her 
legacy. She is an incredible woman, and I am 
very glad I’ve had the opportunity to work with 
her. 

Another role model for me is Al Bloom. He also 
has such a deep history in this industry. I used 
to sit and listen to him tell stories that were so 
crazy they were hard to believe. He helped 
me navigate this industry and allowed me the 
opportunity to grow, and I can’t thank him 
enough for that. 

Imagine you have been asked to award a 
medal to someone. Who’s the lucky winner?

Nichole Grossman: Professionally, I would 
award Susan Colvin a medal. As a woman in 
the adult business, it’s amazing to see such 
a powerful, change maker in action. Susan 
deserves so much credit for everything she 
has done for this industry, especially women in 
leadership positions. 

Personally, I would award my grandmother a 
medal. She was the most hardworking person 
and put everyone else before herself. In my 
eyes, she deserves a medal for everything 
she’s done for so many people.  

Which personal success are you proud of? 

Nichole Grossman: I am most proud of my 
family! I’ve been married to my husband for 
almost 10 years, and we have a beautiful 
6-year-old daughter. They are my whole world, 
and I am so proud to have them by my side 
every day. 

What do you particularly like about yourself?  

Nichole Grossman: I like that I am determined. 
I really try to do my best in everything I do, and I 
think it is a good quality to have.  

Which vice could you never forgive?

Nichole Grossman: I am an extremely loyal 
person, so I would say betrayal is a vice I 
cannot forgive.  
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What song do you sing in the shower?

Nichole Grossman: I am a huge country music 
fan, and right now I am sinning ‚One of Them 
Girls‘ by Lee Brice in the shower.  

Who would you never ever like to see naked? 

Nichole Grossman: This is a funny question, 
but I don’t think I’d ever want to see Will Ferrell 
naked.

With whom would you like to go to the cinema 
and what film would you watch? 

Nichole Grossman: I’d go to the cinema 
with my husband! And my favourite movies 
are from the Jurassic Park series. They have 
5 movies so far, and even thought I have my 
favourites, I could watch any of them over and 
over again. 

You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go? 

Nichole Grossman: I’d love to spend a month 
travelling around Europe. I’ve only been to 
Germany for work, so I’d love to visit Paris, 
Italy, Rome, London, Amsterdam, and so 
much more! 

Which three things would you take with you to 
a deserted island?
 
Nichole Grossman: If I were stranded on a 
deserted island, I’d bring a full-stocked yacht, 
my family and some friends to make it a giant 
party island. 

If you could swap lives with somebody for a 
day, who would it be?

Nichole Grossman: I’d love to swap places 
with a member of the royal family. I’d love to 
be a princess for a day!  

Is there anything you would never do again? 

Nichole Grossman: I don’t think so. 
Everything comes with a lesson and has made 
we who I am today. 

Do you have some good advice you want to 
share with our readers? 

Nichole Grossman: My advice is to give it 
your all. This includes work, home, friends, 
everything. If you give it your all, you can never 
truly fail. 
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engros forhandler /// Finns 
hos Din grossist /// Dostpne 
w panstwa hurtowniach

stimulatingstimulating
CLITORIS spray

women / 50ml
Art. No. 77302
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stimulatingstimulating
ENERGY caps women 

5 caps / Art. No. 77401

stimulatingstimulating
clitoris cream
women / 30ml 
Art. No. 77201

by HOT
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Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH 
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de

STRUBBI.COM

Everything  
a man likes!

New: MALESATION Silicone Butt Plug S, M, L, XL

NEW

100%
Plastic-free packaging!




